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EMFACE

This packet (originally published in 1988 as "Materials on Relationships") was

revised in response to continued requests for information on how to develop and support

a variety of personal relationships between people with and without disabilities. This

area has been receiving a lot of attention, and a variety of programmatic efforts to build

bridges between individuals who are clients in the human service world and nondisabled

citizens are underway across the country.

Part I consists of four articles which focus on the ereperiences of people with

disabilities in terms of their personal relationships and belongivg to a social network.

Researchers at the Center on Human Policy are finding that many individuals with

disabilities do not belong to extensive networks of people with whom they share

affection and support. Many of the individuals suggested to us as being well connected

have in fact, only one, two or three friends. The primary source of possible connections

for many individuals with developmental disabilities remain their families, staff and the

other people who are in the same programs and services.

The overview article, "Reflections on Relationships Between People With and

Without Disabilities" (first published in 1988), describes some of the famns that

influence the possibility of relationsh;ps between people with and without developmental

disabilitie& Largely due to their experiences in the human service system, individuals

with disabilities often have fewer opportunities to meet others in ways conducive to the

formation of friendships and other personal relationships.

The second article, "Affectionate Bonds: What We Can Learn by Listening to

Friends," was excerpted from a larger monograph', and published in the TASH

newsletter (January 1990). This article desckibes the meanings of four pairs of friends

Within these personal relationships between individuals with and without disabilities, the

nondisabled people have facilitated the involvement of their friends into a number of

activities with others.

The third article, "Tony Santi and the Bakery: The Roles of Facilitation,

Accommodation, and Interpretation," describes one man's social network, and the efforts

of some individuals to insure his continued involvement and participation.

'The annotated bibliography section contains a description of this monograph.



The fourth article, "Members of Each Other: Perspectives on Social Support for

People with Severe Disabilities," exaniines the meaning of membership in a community,

and ways that such membership can be established for individuals with severe

disabilities.

In Part II, an annotated bibliography on personal relationships and social

networks in included.

Preparation of this packet was supported in part through a subcontract to the

Center on Human Policy, Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation, School of

Education, Syracuse University, from the Research and Training Center on Community

Living at the University of Minnesota under Cooperative Agreement No. H133880048,

and a contract awarded to the Center on Human Policy, Division of Special Education

and Rehabilitation, School, of Education, Syracuse University under Cooperative

Agreement H133800003-90, both funded by the National Institute on Disability and

Rehabilitation Research, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, U.S.

Department of Education. The opinions expressed herein are solely those of the

authors and no official endorsement by the U.S. Department of Education should be

inferred.

I'd like to thank Rachael Zubal and Bormie Shoultz for their encouragement and

assistance in preparing this packet.

Zana Marie Lutfiyya

April 1991
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Reflections on Relationships Between
People with Disabilities and TYpical People

Zana Marie Lutfiyya
Center on Human Policy

Syracuse University
August 1988

The author thanks Bonnie Shoultz, Rannveig Traustadottir, Steve Taylor, Pam
Walker, and Julie Ann Racino for their assistance during the preparation of this article.



Reflections on Relationships Between
People with Disabilities and Typical People

"Basically we should look at how we live--the different

relationships we have, the choices we make, and so on--and

aim to ensure that our friends with handicaps have the same

sort of fulfilling lives we have.

- Nicola Schaefer

Common Experiences of People with Disabilities

It seems trite to assert that people with disabilities possess the desire and need

for relationships with other human beings. Don't we all? Yet at a recent training

session with the staff from a residential program, the lack of relationships in the lives of

people with disabilities was clearly pointed out. Thinking of the people they worked

with, the staff determined that none had "best friends." A few of the residents could

claim one or two "dose friends" while two enjoyed warm ties with their families. All of

the residents knew half a dozen or so "acquaintances" with whom they maintained casual

contact. The majority of the people the residents knew were staff, other residents, and

the people with whom they conducted the daily business of their lives; doctors, dentists,

shopkeepers, and so on.

Most human service programs (schools, residences, workshops, recreation

programs) effectively set up barriers between people with disabilities and most people

in their community. Surrounded by paid staff and others receiving the same services,

people with disabilities are made into "clients," "service users," or "program participants."

Family connections may be ignored or broken. Friends may be discouraged from

keeping in touch. A person's history can be lost merely by entering a residential

program. Such occurrences are not infrequent. They take place so often that they form

a pattern--the "normal" existence for people with disabilities.

It doesn't have to be this way. Some people with disabilities are well-loved,

treated with respect and encouraged to remain connected with their families, typical

peers, and people they have known in the past. However, it is important to recognize

some of the other dynamics that exist in the lives of people with disabilities.

t;



2 REFLECTIONS ON RELATIONSHIPS

"Us and Them": Being Seen as Difkrent

The heart of this matter lies in how most non-disabled people view their

counterparts with disabilities. Over time our society defined people with disabilities as

somehow different than the rest of us, and in need of specialized care. Tiie view that

individuals with disabilities are in some ways essentially different from the rest of us

results in several types of experiences. People with disabilities are separated from their

families and communities, cast 'nto roles of dependency and passivity, and even when

physically present in some community settings, are kept at a social distance from the

other members of the community.

Separation

The pattern of the historical removal of people with disabilities from our society

is well-documented. Large numbers of individuals were placed into large

congregate-care facilities for the avoWed purposes of education and training, medical

care, family relief or social control of unwanted segments of the population (MacMillan,

1977; Scheerenberger, 1983; Wolfensberger, 1977). Some concentrated efforts were

also made to sterilize certain groups to prevent their propagation and also to kill them

outright (Lusthaus, 1985; Wertham, 1973).

The enforced segregation of people with disabilities from the daily life of their

communities reinforced the belief that some people are so different that they cannot fit

in or successfully contribute to their society. Typical community members lose the

chance to meet, get to know, and be with individuals, with disabilities. The opportunities

for people in both groups to grow up together, and form attachments with each other

are often lost.

Oienthood

By entering a program, most people with disabilities are turned into "clients."

During this process, a person is cast into a dependent and passive relationship with the

staff and other caregivers. When the client role becomes life-defining, the person can

become lost and emphasis is placed on the person's deficits. Teachers, doctors,

therapists and other workers are hired to correct the problems seen as inherent in the

disabled person.

7



REFLECTIONS ON RELATIONSHIPS 3

As a "client," a person learns to show the acceptable behaviours at the right times

in order to get by. Consider the following incident. The author recently met two young

women who shared an apartment and received support from visiting staff people. The

women set up menus, bought food, and cooked the meals, all with the staff's onlooking

approval. Once left to their suppers, the women would throw out these meals and

prepare the food that they wanted to eat.

Given the above dynamics, it is not surprising that there is little mutual respect

found in many relationships between program staff and clients. As part of their jobs,

the staff attempt to control the lives of their clients, who in turn try to maintain some

control over their own lives. While the staff may define the client's behaviour as

manipulative, self-destructive and so on, they in turn may view that staff as capricious,

inconsistent or simply out to get them (Bogdan & Taylor, 19S'2; Lovett, 1985).

A common part of any client's life that is under the control of staff people are

the individual's contacts and relationships with others. Eoth children and adults with

disabilities may be restricted from visiting their families or friends, from developing

relationships with others.

Being a client can create barriers in the development of reciprocal and nourishing

relationships with others. Through rare or a complete lack of opportunities, people with

disabilities become slowly desperate for connections with others that are not governed

by control (McGee, Menousek, & Hobbs, 1987). As virtually all people served by

human services agencies are "clients," the area of relationships between people %%ith

disabilities and typical citizens needs to be addressed.

The People In Our Live,

Most of us take the notion that humans are social beings for granted and are

surprised to learn that others may not have the same range of friends, family, and

acquaintances as we do. Most of us would agree that there are degrees of closeness or

intimacy across our own relationships. We acknowledge intimates or "best friends" as

those few people who are closest to ourselves--at least in terms of understanding and

support. They are the ones we can turn to, in any situation. Next come our friends, and

then acquaintancesfriends of friends, people who are not strangers. We "know" this

latter group, but not well. Finally are the numerous people whom we see regularly, but

for specific purposes; the postman, doctor, shopkeeper and so on.



4 REFLECTIONS ON RELATIONSHIPS

Developing and Maintaining Relationships

Helping someone to meet people and make friends can be difficult. Formal,

programmatic efforts to do so contradict our society's notion of how relationships are

formed. We do not think of ourselves as reliant upon arranged marriages, strict kinship

obligations, or planned introductions between people who might be "good for one

another." The possible exception to the latter case are potential business associates,

where purely utilitarian needs are considered appropriate.

Arranged introductions seem an artificial and heavy-handed way to establish

relationships. And yet, some human service provider.; are attempting to do just this in

order to surround people with disabilities with a number of friends and close ties.

These efforts are made in order to overcome the barriers that prevent more naturally

occurring relationships from taking place. Despite the obstacles, it cannot be denieti

that warm, reciprocal relationships between typical people and those with disabil;ties

exist (Bogdan & Taylor, 19871); Strully & Strully, 1985; Taylor & Bogdan, 1987). Along

with the growing recognition of the importance of such relationships are human service

staff hired to "build-bridges" between people with disabilities and typical people

(Bogdan, 1987; Johnson, 1985; Walker & Salon, 1987).

Both popular wisdom and the literature on this subject suggest several factors that

may be involved in the development and maintenance of relationships. What is still not

resolved is precisely how these factors are related to each other and their impact upon

individuals.

Some Qualides and Dimensions of our Relationships

It appears that at least six characteristics experienced by typical people in their

efforts to meet others and develop relationships may not be as available for people with

disabilities. These qualities of our relationships include opportunity, diversity, continuity,

relationships that are freely chosen and given, and intimacy.

Opportunity

Typical people can take advantage of numerous opportunities to meet and get to

know other people. We meet others through our families, neighbours,

school/workplace, cultural, civic, and recreational events, church, synagogue. We also

come into contact with innumerable individuals simply in conducting our daily

affairs--buying food, getting the car fixed, taking care of our health needs, hair

!J



REFLECTIONS ON RELATIONSHIPS 5

cut, mail received or sent. In our western culture, it requires effort to avoid meeting

new people.

For many people with disabilities, such opportunities are simply lacking, and they

possess extremely limited opportunities to take part in activities and events where they

can meet their typical peers. We read of adults who did not know what rain was

(Rothman & Rothman, 1985), or a woman who had never sat by a lighted fireplace

(Bogdan & Taylor, 1982). And even when people with disabilities may be physically

present in a community, a variety of circumstances conspire to keep them apart from

their neighbors (for example, program rules and restrictions, transportation, poverty).

Support

Providing adequate opportunities for people with disabilities to meet and interact

with valued citizens in positive ways must be the first step towards the building of

meaningful relationships. Hand in hand with these opportunities must be adequate

support for both the person wit:i disabilities and the typical people involved. One

woman wanted to go to church, as she had not attended since she was a child. A church

of the right denomination was located, the priest contacted, and a parishioner agreed to

sit with Helen during Mass and accompany her to the coffee hour afterwards. For

Helen, this effort was not enough. She did not know how to behave in church, and

smoked cigarettes, talked, and swore during the service. Not surprisingly, the

parishioner became uncomfortable sitting next to Helen, and soon stopped coming to

pick her up. Helen needed someone comfortable enough to direct her actions quietly

while in church--suggest going out for a smoke, or waiting, being quiet. Initially, a staff

person sensitive to Helen's need to attend church and to the limits of appropriate

behaviours might have made the difference, by minimizing disruptions, allowing Helen

to attend church and meet others in the congregation. This staff person could then

encourage a member of the congregation to support Helen, in the hope that a friendship

would develop. Enhancing relationships between people with disabilities and typical

citizens is not accomplished by throwing unprepared and unsupported individuals

together.

On the other hand, support, instruction, and guidance must never he confused

with restricting a person's opportunities to meet and form ties with other people.

1 0



6 REFLECTIONS ON REIATIONSHIPS

Human service programs have historically controlled and limited the opportunities

available to individuals with disabilities.

Diversity

At a party once, one man suggested that even with only ten people in the room,

one of us would know someone who came from, or have been ourselves, to virtually any

country in the world. The first skeptic named Borneo only to learn that one woman's

Malaysian secretary was born on the Island of Borneo. A coincidence perhaps, but if we

stop to think about it, we know an incredibly diverse range of people with differing

backgrounds, in;erests, jobs, education etc. Although we may not choose to associate

with, or become close to everyone we meet, we have the opportunity to select our

friends from a large number of very different people.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of many people with disabilities,

especially those who were raised apart from their families and neighbourhoods. People

served in both institutional and community-based settings may experience little contact

with people other than fellow clients anc: staff people. Along with ;ncreased

opportunities for people with disabilities to meet typical citizens must come the support

to get to know a variety of individuals.

As we introduce people with disabilities to more people, we must also give up

some of our control over their lives. The excessive control that human service staff now

exercise over their clients would be socially inappropriate in the types of relationships

that we wish to encourage. We must constantly discern the line between adequate

support, guidance and protection and the over-protection that unnecessarily restricts a

person in his/her movements and associations.

Continuity

Many of us thrive on opportunities to meet new and interesting people. But as

we continue to meet new people, we are sustained by those we have known for a long

time. The continuity we experience in some of our relationships over the years is an

important source of security, comfort and self-worth. Human beings learn to trust each

other within long-term, stable ielationships (Maslow, 1954; McGee, Menousek, &

Hobbs, 1987).
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Many people with disabilities do not enjoy the same continuity in their

relationships. Children may leave their families for foster care or residential education

programs. Staff people, social workers and rmse managers can come and go frequently,

causing disruption in a person's life. Wolfensberger (personal communication, mid

1970s) likens many people's experiences to a "relationship circus" where staff and

professionals dance in and out of a person's life, each in turn demanding instantaneous

trust from the person with disabilities. An observer in a supported apartment program

learned that her five months observation gave her some seniority over most of the

support staff (Lutfiyya, 1987).

The service providers who surrouad people with disabilities must learn to support

and not to stand in the way of long-standing relationships of the people they serve.

Assisting people to stay in touch is essential. Letters may need to -e written and read,

phone numbers dialed, transportation provided. Helping a person to remember

birthdays, anniversaries and other important occasions are ways to maintain ties. Some

people may need help to remember and cherish the history of their connections with

others. Some individuals may need assistance during a visit or social event with a friend

or relative; such as how to be a gracious host (or guest), how to carry on a conversation,

or observe other social graces.

Freely Given and Chosen Relationships

For the most amazing reasons, others like us and love us because they want to.

Our spouses, lovers, and friends all choose to be with us and we choose them. We are

surrounded by people who accept, love and tolerate us and we do the same for them.

When this is not the case, we think that something must be wrong somewhere, and seek

to rectify the situation. Popular culture and our books of wisdom assert that this is as it

should be.

Many people with disabilities enjoy few close relationships with others, and even

fewer unpaid relationships (Johnson, 1985). The main source of relationships for a lot of

people with disabilities are their families, program staff and other clients. Given the lack

of r ?ortunity and support to meet people in the community this should not surprise us.

Yet it can be difficult to appreciate what life is like for people who know no single

person who spends time with them because they want to, not because they are paid to

do so or are involuntarily placed in the same setting.

1 2



8 REFLECI1ONS ON RELATIONSHIPS

Too many human service program practices prevent freely-given relationships

from developing. This includes practices such as requiring someone to become an

official agency volunteer, attending a training course before meeting the clients,

restricting visiting times and placing the typical people in positions of control. When

freely given relationships do occur, human service agencies often deny the importance of

the relationship. One young woman met a three year old girl living in a children's

rehabilitation hospital. Abandoned at birth, Rose lived with several debilitating physical

conditions making some movement and handling painful. The woman visited Rose, read

her stories, sang songs, rocked her to sleep. One week when Judy came to visit, she

found another child in Rose's bed. Rose had died a few days earlier. When Judy, the

woman questioned why she had not been contacted, and why no memorial service was

planned, she was offered grief counselEng. The staff also expressed surprise over Judy's

attachment to Rose.

All of this is not to deny that some paid relztionships are characterized by

genuine warmth, caring and even love. But it is essential to recognize this quality in our

relationships and its absence from the lives of many people with disabilities. Our goal

must not simply be to introduce people to others, but to create the envir.onment that will

encourage typical members of our communities to voluntarily ch000 to form

relationships with people whose lives have been marked by separaton and loss. Human

service staff hoping to support friendships between people with disabilities and typical

community members can be direct in their efforts. They can ask themselves, "who seems

to be interested in this person?"; "who likes this person?" and "who wants to spend time

with this person?"

Intimacy

With its many meanings, the word intimacy may be confusing. It is used here as

zn expression of the closeness, comfort and trust that people may feel for each other.

Intimates can express thoughts and feelings that they share with no one else. Despite

the difficulties in determining how a person defines those s/he is "closest to", most

people have (or aspire to) a few "intimates."

We are just beginning to recognize chat many disabled individuals have no one

with whom they share a close, intimate relationship. Some may claim such a connection

with another, and find this closeness is not snared by the other person. It would be easy
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to interpret this "fantasy" as a result of the person's cognitive impairments. But if at

least one intimate connection with another human being is vital for each of us, this

"fan:asy" may be necessary for the individual's functioning. There is no easy answer for

those who want to support intimate relationships between people with disabilities and

their typical peers. All :iumans struggle in their search for intimate connections with

other people.

Learning from the Relationships of Olken

Two themes emerge from a reading of the available literature on the

development and maintenance of relationships between typical and disabled people.

Often those engaged in the relationships do not see their involvement as unusual or

worthy of note. They almost take the relationship for granted (Bogdan & Taylor,

1987b). Secondly, the reduction of barriers and the increase in identification between

the two potential friends appears important in creating a mutually respectful relationship

(O'Brien, 1987).

Me Possibility of Relationships

It is important not to deny the history of any individual or of a group of peopi,.

We must never forget the generations of abuse and neglect visited upon people with

disabilities, nor lose sight of the tragic pasts (and present circumstances) of the

individuals with whom we work today. But we must also believe that a variety of

accepting relationships between typical and disabled individuals are possible (McKnight,

1987). We must provide opportunities where people can comfortably come together to

meet each other, and we must learn to recognize when we are standing in their way.

Increasing Identification

Through studying established relationships, we learn that both parties possess a

mutual respect for the other. Partners also report a reciprocity in their interactions that

may not be apparent to the outside observer. These feelings stem from a sense of

identification between the two individuals. They come to see the "sameness" or

commonalities between themselves and these serve as the basis of the relationship.
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Bogdan & Taylor (1987b) suggest several bases of identification held by the

non-disabled person that might .,:count for their acceptance of people with disabilities.

These include family ties, religious or humanitarian beliefs.

People involved in Citizen Advocacy (O'Brien, 1987; Wolfensberger & Zauha,

1973) attempt to create and support a variety of relationships between disabled and

non-disabled individuals who live in the same cornmumty. They pay close attention tn

the process of increasing the identification of the two people with each other, especially

when the commonalities may not be obvious.

Conclusion

A mark of real acceptance of individuals with disabilities in our communities can

be found in the real relationships they enjoy w:th t;pical people. It is probably not

possible to create such relationships despite the efforts of people in the human services

to do so. However, the opportunities for disabled and non-disabled people to meet and

interact can be increased and encouraged. The dilemma for human service workers is

the recognition that their programmatic presence may in fact se.ve: aS a barrier to the

development of the desired relationships.
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Affectionate bonds: What we can learn
...by listening to friends

by Zane Marie banns

Thisanicle contributes to the continuing
dialogue aboutfriendships between people
with and without disabilities. Those inter-
ested in a monograph on this study shoidd
contact rasa bievie Lutilyytt, Center on
Human Policy. DMsion of Special Educa-
tion and Rehabilitation, School of Educa-
tion. Syracuse University. 200 Huntington
Hall. Syracuse. NY 1 3244-4230.

Many people in the fields of special edu-
cation and rehabilitation today have a
strong desire to help peopk with develop-
mental disabilities develop a wide variety
of pummel relationships, including friend-
ships, with people without disabilities. It is
becoming widely acknowledged that such
relationships enrich the lives of both the
persons with disabilities as well as those
without and better enable persons with
disabilities to become mote a part of the
community. Some human service provid-
ers am now uying to cre.se opportunities
for people with developmental disabilities
to meet and develop friendships with
people without.

Some of these efforts have evolved into
kernel prognms. &spies the fact that, for
many of us, arranged introductions are an
artificial and beavy-handed way of estab-
lishing friendships.

Our good intentions aside, we still know
little about the native and meaning of
"morally occurring" friendships that do
exist between people with disabilities and
those without. There re about a dozen
case =dies and/or testimonials available
which deseribe either the authors' friend-
ships with persons with disabilities (Ed-
wards & Dawson, 1983: Forest & Snow,
1983) or the authors' observations of the
friendships of others (Perske, 1988; Serially
& Stnilly, 1985a, 1985b: Strully &
Bartholomew-Lorimer, 1988).

I wanted to kam =re about these natu-
rally occurring friendships between indi-
viduals with developmental disabilities
and those without. So, I spent time with
four pairs of friends to learn how they had
fuss met, developed and maintained their
friendships and what those friendships
meant to each of them. lcondted indepth
and open-ended interviews and participant
observation sessions with the four pairs of
friends. Each pair consisted of one person
with s developmental disability and one
without Both people in er of the pairs
identified themselves as frit.ads. My intent
was that the stories% worth and perspec-
tives of the peopie I interviewed would
contribute to our understanding of how
affectionate bonds which exist between
people are created and maintained.

From my analysis of the data, five major
findings emerged. First, genuine friend-
ships between people with developmental
disabilities and people without do east.
Second, cub of the informants took active
parts in the creation of their friendships.
Third, the informants played different
roles vis a vis their friends. Fourth, while
the specifics of each friendship were
unique, the informants shared similar ideas
and expectations about the characteristics
of fiiendship in general. These included
the mutual. exclusive and voluntary nature
of friendship; the rights, obligations and
responsibilities of friends to each other and
the positive regard or affection found be-
tween friends. Fifth and finally, the fact
that ma the friends in each pair did have
a developmental disability did play a role
in the friendships. While both of the
friends contributed something to the
friendship, the kinds of contributions made
did depend on whether or not the invec-
tive friend had a disability.
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Genuine fziendships
The people with developmental disabili-

ties were in fact considered friends by the
infonnants without disabilities. Through
these and other similar trlationships re-
ported upon in recent literature (Bogdan &
Taylor, 1987; Edgerton. 1988: Forest &
Snow. 1983: Perske, 1988; Smutty &
Banholomew-Lorimer, 1988: Strully &
Suully, 1985; Taylor & Bogdan, 1987), the
existence of friendships between people
with disabilities and without has been
documented. The people with develop-
mental disabilities in this study enjoyed
very few personal relationships and even
fewer friendships (regardless of whether
their friends had developmental disabili-
ties). Although friendships among people
with and without disabilities still appear to
be the exception rather than the rule. some
individuals with developmental disabili.
ties are valued as friends. They ere hked.
loved. appreciated and viewed with respect
by their friends who have no disabilities.

Joint definition or friendship
The second finding of this study related

to how the friendships were formed. In
three out of the four friendships studied, it
was the person with disabilities who initi-
ated the friendship. The friends actively
created their friendships. The result is that
they came to define their relationships with
each other as friendships.
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Frituds play different roks
The data clearly illustrated that the

friends played different roks (e.g. mentor,
companion. advocate) within thek frknd-
ships. One of the frkindships was between
two co-workers and revolved largely
amend work-relamd aciivities and events.
One of the Mendships was ionise and
imimme, while in the others, the friends
assumed a mom casual relationship with
one anyther. One friendship was focused
on a particular interest and was limited to
certain activities, while the other friend-
ships existed regardleu of what activities
the two frknds were involved in while
together. Some of the friends had fre-
quent. perhaps daily, contact, while others
saw each other far less citen. 'No people
maintained a friendship by telephone and
had very little direct face-to-fact contact.

Friendships are Meaningful
Each friendship was meaningful for the

informants. These meanings were similar
across all four friendships. For the infor-
mants, their friendships were mutual rela-
tion.ships which involved certain rights and
responsibilities on the pan of each of the
friends. Tbey acknowledged that their
friendships were voluntary and their obli-
gations chosen. While in each group, both
of the friends contributed something to the
relationship, these comributions differed
a:coding to whether the friend had a dis-
ability. Once a friendship bond was estab-
lished, it win most often the person with
the disability who made the phone calls,
suggessed possible aCtivities and events
and were most likely to remember holi-
days, anniversaries and so forth. Oa the
other hand, it was the penons without dis-
abilities who provided the transportation.
occasionally contributed money for activi-
ties, took care of any logistical arrange-
ments and facilitated interactions between
their friends with disabilities and others.

The relationships were generally exclu-
sive, e.g., to a certain extent the people
involved excluded ethers from their re-
spertive friendships. Through the process
of defining and maintaining a friendship
over time, each of the informants had
learned how to be a friend. This was not the
first or only time that any had been en-
gaged in a friendship. But by being seen
asand seeing themselves asfriends,

and being treated aa friends, each of the
informants was able to usume the friend-
ship role and learn something about being a
friend. In this way, they were able to take
pan in the practice el friendship.

Implications of the study
Thee themes evolved from the study

and provide a basis for drawing some con-
chal= The effects of living in the hu-
man service world, the enhancemem of
possibilities for friendship between people
with and without disabilities and the avoi-
deuce of the romanticization of these
friendships

1. Living in the human service world
Finis the majority of people the Infos-

mams with disabilities knew were staff asii
other people with disabilities. While three
bad had contact with their families over the
yeats, the majority of people in their lives
were those with whom they conducted the
daily business of living: Dooms. dentists,
shopkeepers and so on. Mi human serv-
ice programs (schools. residences, work-
shops, recreation programs) effectively set
up barrkss between people with disabili-
ties and most people in the community.
Surrounded by staff and others receiving
the same services, people with disabilities
ate relegated to roles of "clients." "service
usen," ce "program participants." Family
connections may be ignored or Woken.
Friends may be discouraged from keeping
in touch. A person's history can be lost
merely by entering a residential. program
Bereovici (1983) found, for example, dui a
lame number of adults with mental retarda-
tion did not view themselves as living in
the "normal" community, but rather in a
pandirl, community-based but nevenhe-
less nitutional setting. Her subjects
compared their byes in the commtmity to
that of the institution with the same staff,
program structures and hierarchy of con-
uol. Such OCCUMMOSS arc trot infrequent
and the informants in our study had had
similar experiences. They take place so
often that they form a pattern. i.e. The
"normal" existence for people with dis-
abilities (Blau & Kaplan. 1966; Blau,
Ozolins & McNally, 1977; Wolfensberger,
1975; Worenztasger & Thomas. 1983).

The tole of human services in the lives of

people with disabilities often results in un-
necessity and extensive cimtrol over at
least pan of the pawns' lives. The staff
have the authority to determine with whom -

a person will spend time. Agency staff may
then try to set resnictions on what the
clients can do with their frknds and may
actively try to end some relstionships.
Other programs ay to turn friendships be-
tween typical mans and clients into for-
malized volunteer relationships Such ef-
forts wAke the voltnneers responsible to
die agency sad weaken their hods with
their frknds.

Whik all of the four informants with din.
'Abides did have some experiences in a
freely-given and chosen relationship with
someone, they did not enjoy the same
number of as% relationships as did the
informants without disabilities.

For the informants with disabilities, the
most successful way to meet new and dif-
ferent types of individuals was to be inuo-
duced to them through their friends with-
out disabilities.

2. The possibilities for friendship be-
tween people with and without disabilities

Despite the differences between oppor-
tunities and experiences, at least some
people with disabilities have successfully
formed friendships with people without
disabilities. Through studying established
friends,hips, we leans that both parties re-
spect one another. The friends also experi-
enced a mutuality in their imenstiom dtat
may not be apparent ict the outside ob-
server. These feelings stem from a senseof
identifkaticn between the two individuals.
They come to see the "samenest" or corn-
mimalities between themselves rind these
serve as the basis of the relatioaship. This
mutuality was impressed by the giving and
recSving of emotion; sunpon and peace-
cal assistance, sewing as an inspiration fm
each other, bieaking rules together and by
simply enjoying the time spelt with one
another

Three of the people without disabilities
met their funne friends in situations where
they were not idernifted primarily as
"clients." One saw her friend with a dis-
ability primarily as a co-worker. Anothes
saw a fellow panshioner with whom he
shared some commonalities They were
both silk men with spare time who
wanted companionshipa buddy to hang
out with. A third infceniant saw her friend



mainly as an adult student like the many
others who had taken her cause. She also
identified with her friend as a woman who
had experienced oppression because of her
gender. These perceptions helped pave the
way for a friendship to develop. When
people with and withutd disabilities go us
sclumL wodt, attend church, live and con-
duct their lives side by side, the possibili-
ties for friendship are enhanced. When in-
dividuals are in staff/diem miles. may be
nmre difficult to establish perscmal rela-
tionships with each other. Fix two of the
informants, these roles had to be van-
scalded in ceder for their friembhip to
begin.

Friends, not heroes
In our enthusiasm to support friendships

between people with and without disabi;:-
ties. there may be a tendency to inflate the
existence of such friendships, to exagger-
ate the status of these friendships in the

Friends sometimes filen with each other
and do not always make up. Some friend-
ships end while others may not meet the
expectations and hopes of one or both of
the people involved in the relationship. In
the desire to &courage friendsitip s. and es
publicize certain swigs in ceder to serve as
a model for othas, the mystifying and
mythologizing of the relationships that do
exist must be avoided. To nun the real
struggle of people's lives into fables is to
strip the people of their reality and dm nue
power of the friendships. For it is when
friendships continue in spite of the pain
and disappointmem. that something beau-
tiful has been borne into existence.
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THE BAKERY 1

Tony Santi and the Bakery

I first met Tony Santi1 at my office. He came on Monday afternoons, delivering

bread. He helped Patti, who was in charge of the operation, by carrying up the boxes

of bread from her car. He stood off to one side as she greeted people, exchanged

gossip, and sold the bread. Tony is a short, slight man, usually wearing blue jeans

and a t-shirt or a flannel shirt. He would nod, smile, and respond if someone talked to

him, but generally he stayed in the background.

I had heard of the Bakery where he and Patti worked. It is not strictly a

commercial enterprise. Founded about twenty years ago ,-13 an outgrowth of the

Catholic Worker Movement, it was meant to provide employment to individuals who

had been involved in the criminal justice system. Patti is a social and political activist,

well known locally for her efforts in a number of peace and justice causes. Tony has

a slight speech impediment. From his manner, and by chatting with him, I assumed

that he had a mild impairment of some sort. I learned from a colleague who had met

him before that he had once been in a state developmental center. I was intrigued

with Tony and wanted to learn more about him and his background.

My interest in Tony was inspired by my participation in the Community Study.

The Community Study is a five year project during which time a group of about ten

researchers plan to meet and follow along about two dozen individuals with mental

retardation/developmental disabilities. We want to learn about their place in the

community, and who they know. This includes learning about the people with whom

they are connected and the meaning of these connections and personal relationships

to the individuals with disabilities.

This interest in what has been characterized as the informal, unpaid, or "natural"

relationships of individuals with mental retardation has come directly out of the concern

for the community integration of such individuals. In the past few years or so, there

has been more of an emphasis on learning about, and facilitating the personal social

integration of individuals with disabilities (O'Brien & Lyle O'Brien, in press;

Wolfensbergor & Glenn, 1973). A commonly held assumption is that many individuals

with mental retardation and other developmental disabilities are isolated from their

'Unless stated otherwise, all names of individuals, facilities, and agencies in this
report are pseudonyms.
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2 THE BAKERY

community, and do not know many people other than those who are paid to be with

them in some capacity (VVolfensberger, 1987). This has resulted in efforts to establish

regular contacts between people with disabilities and typical community members

(Bridge & Hutchison, 1988; Cormier, Grant, Hutchison, Johnson, & Martin, 1986). The

goal of these interactions is to promote close ties between disabled and nondisabled

individuals and rests on the belief that such freely given relationships will lead to a

more complete participation of individuals with mental retardation in society (Johnson,

1985; O'Brien, 1987; Taylor, Racino, Knoll, & Lutfiyya, 1987).

In establishing this research project, we gave ourselves the challenge to identify

and contact individuals with disabilities outside of or with little contact with the formal

human service system. We wanted to pursue the possibility that there were at least

some individuals with developmental disabilities who had made a life for themselves, or

who had been assisted to make a life for themselves, outside of the traditional

community based service network of group homes/residential facilities and sheltered

workshops/supported employment programs.

And that was one reason why Tony Santi intrigued me. As I chatted with him

for a few minutes each Monday afternoon in the fall of 1989, I learned that he worked

part time at the Bakery and lived in his own apartment. He had once lived in a large,

notorious state institution for the mentally retarded, but had "escaped" (his term) and

had moved back to his hometown of Syracuse. In the late fall, I asked him if I could

interview him, starting early in the new year. He readily agreed, and added one

proviso: that I would spend time at the Bakery. For as Tony said to me, "you can't

learn about me without spending some time at the Bakery." This paper is an initial

description of Tony, his background, and his life today, a large part of which is the

Bakery and the people who work there.

Tony Santi: His Background

Tony is not very good at remembering dates or how old he was at the time any

given event. But at his most recent birthday party celebrated at the Bakery, I found

out that he was 37 years old. The lack of clarity of specific dates makes compiling a

personal history cf this man somewhat difficult. But after talking to Tony and others, it

is clear that there are some distinct "chapters" of his life: his early days in Syracuse;

the "institutional school"; living on the streets; the prison; and living on his own.
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Th? Early Days In Syracuse

Tony grew up on the North side of Syracuse until he was about 8 or 9 years

old. The North Side is a working class, blue collar neighborhood of mostly German

and Italian American families. Tony lived here as a small child with his parents,

brothers and sister.

Most of what Tony recalls from his childhood are stories and big events. Like

the time his father took the whole family apple picking one fall. The family, busy filling

up their baskets, didn't notice the owner approach and warn them off. The farmer

chased the Santi family off his land, firing his shot gun into the air for effect. Instead of

paying for the privilege of picking the fruit, a typical practice in Central New York, Mr.

Santi had simply pulled up to an available field and had his family help themselves.

Tony laughs heartily when he remembers how his father got his family into the car to

drive off--with the apples. Tony missed the car and was running after it, trying to hold

on, yelling, until his dad stopped to let him in.

Tony recalls his school days with much less relish. He went to a parochial

Catholic school for kindergarten and the first grade, while going with his brothers and

sister to catechism classes, or what he calls "church school." He had a difficult time in

school, a hard time learning how to read and keep up with the classwork. According

to Tony, the teachers at the parochial school told his family that he was a "hard case"

who needed to be sent to the institutional school in order to receive an education.

The Institytional School

It may be hard for some readers to think of a state institution for the mentally

retarded as a boarding school, but that is how these facilities seem to have been

described to families in the 1950s in this country. It is undoubtedly more palatable to

think of the facility where one's child is living as a boarding school where s/he will

receive a useful education. However, it is clear from Tony that he does not regard the

Empire State School (as it was then called) or the Empire Developmental Center

(today's name) as anything but a prison.

The state institution to which Tony was sent once housed thousands of

residents. It was extremely difficult for Tony to try to describe and talk about his years

in the institution, except to say what a bad place it was. As he told me in our first

interview:
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4 THE BAKERY

Recently, I read in the paper where they were making that place into a prison,

like up at Kingstown. And I said to myself, well at least they got that right.

That's what it is, a prison, and no school. At least now they are being honest

with the name. It is a bad place.

When I told him that at least some of the original residents were stHl living on the same

grounds, adjacent to the new prison, albeit in new cottages, Tony shook his head and

replied, Well, then I feel sorry for the poor bastards that are still in there. No one

should have to live like that, nobody, no way."

Tony's father did not have the heart to take him to the institution, so he got

Tony's brother to do so. When asked to describe how the institutional school was

bad, Tony told about being mistreated and abused by both the staff members and

some of the other residents. Tony, a small child, recalled often being picked on

because of his size. He soon developed a reputation as a "runner," and became

known for his various escape attempts.

The first time that he ran away was during a visit from his father. His father had

taken him to a nearby town for an ice cream cone. The stand did not have a

bathroom, so Tony told his father that he was going across the street to use the

facilities there. Tony walked away, using the gas station as cover. It took his father a

few minutes to realize what had happened, and then he got into his car and started

back down the highway, searching for Tony. Tony, already on the road trying to hitch

a ride, saw his father's car. He jumped into the ditch until his dad's old Chevy had

pas5ed him by. After the car had passed, Tony got out of the ditch and waved

goodbye to his father.

As Tony tells the story, it was here that he made his first mistake. He hitched a

ride back into Syracuse and returned to his neighborhood. He did this even though he

had been warned not to by PI experienced friend, also a runner, who had told him that

one's home is the first place where the officials came looking for one. In those days,

as today, institutions in New York state are patrolled by security guards who wear

official looking uniforms with badges and drive patrol cars painted to resemble police

cars. These security people are referred to as the "state school police," or the

"institution police." After returning to his neighborhood, but not to his parental home,

Tony learned that it had been his parents who had called state officials and informed

on him.
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Tony spent several years at the institutional school, nominally attending classes,

and working, typically in a variety of janitorial positions. He was moved to several

different buildings, and these moves came right after he had run away and then been

returned to the institution. When Tony turned 21, he was "paroled." On yet another

escape, Tony had returned to his neighborhood. There a friend of the family who

apparently kept in touch with Tony and knew his whereabouts, told Tony to go look up

nis father, who had just gotten word that Tony was to be paroled. Tony and his father

returned to the institution and Tony picked up his discharge papers. To his; surprise

and dismay, Tony now learned that his father was not prepared to let Tony return

home. Tony was now on his own.

On the Streets

After being discharged from Empire in 1974, Tony lived "on the streets." He

moved into a halfway house in Syracuse, but only stayed there until early 1975. He

then lived in a series of apartments, on the street, and in other people's homes.

During this time he spent a year in jail for theft, and then a couple of years later, he

was sentenced to serve two concurrent two-year sentences in the prison at Kingstown.

It was during these years on the street that Tony met up with and became

connected to the individuals with whom he now associates. These are folks who are

loosely affiliated with the Catholic Worker Movement and/or some of its projects in the

Syracuse area. It was also at this time that Tony got involved with a number of

individuals who had shady pasts and careers. Tony admits to selill ig biolen property,

and getting mixed up in some unusual land and house sales. Throughout this period

he would get into minor trouble after making threats by telephone or in person to his

"business partners? He also talks about destroying and vandalizing property (houses

and cars) of some of these individuals. He was up before a judge for a number of

these offenses.

On the other hand, Tony became conr.t. id to a number of welfare agencies

and human service workers. He went to a soup kitchen for his meals. Someone at

the kitchen helped Tony to apply for welfare. This soup kitchen was also operated by

Catholic Workers and their affiliates. Carla, a woman who was working at the soup

kitchen and living in the halfway house, helped Tony move in there. It was at the

halfway house that Tony mei Father Bryan who was living there himself. The primary
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6 THE BAKERY

mission of this place was to serve men who had been in jail or in trouble with the law.

According to Tony, Father Bryan thought that the halfway house was r It a suitable

place for Tony, so he helped Tony locate a series of small apartments to live in.

Gradually, Tony became adept at doing this himself. But he continued to move

constantly every few months or so. Father Bryan also employed Tony to clean the

halfway house, and accompanied him on his various court appearances.

Tony told me a few stories about these days. He had gone over to a business

partner's house, and had broken a window with a large stick, calling to the man to

come out and face him directly. The man called the police. As Tony saw the cruiser

turn down the street in answer to the call, he headed out, and:

I was cutting through the weeds and all that to get down by a mall. The cop

was chasing me, and then he tripped. His face went into the mud. And then I

walked over to him to make sure he was okay. So I reached my hand out to

him and I says, "Do you want me to help you up?" And he says, "Are you one

little son of a gun." And then I am looking at him, at his face, and I just couldn't

help laughing, I was laughing so hard I just couldn't run anymore, and I said,

"Okay, you got me." And then he said to me, "I got to admit that you are a fast

runner." And I said, "Well, you would have caught up if you hadn't of tripped."

Tony was in and out of tte municipal jail for thirty or sixty days at a time for a

variety of these petty misdemeanors. When Tony runs into the lawyers and court

officials from that period, they remind him of several incidents like the one above.

Tony tells most of these stories now, chuckling, able to laugh at himself. But he can

still get angry. He recounts a number of incidents with his court appointed attorney

which left him feeling unrepresented, and disappointment over the betrayal he

experienced at the hands of his numerous business partners. Today, Tony explains his

past run-ins with the law as the result of a bad influence in his life. "It was like some

kind of an evil thing that I had in me to do that."

Throughout this period, Father Bryan remained in contact with Tony. He

accompanied Tony to all of his court appearances, often wearing his clerical collar for

effect. Father Bryan became well known as an advocate and friend of Tony's. As

Tony said, "Judges knew there was a slight problem whenever Father Bryan came to

court." Their relationship has endured over the years, and today Tony says that Father

Bryan is, "one of my best friends. We go way back."
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Before going to jan, Tony belonged to two different but related worlds. The first

was the world of petty crime, theft, and selling stolen objects. The other was the world

of those committed to trying to help out people who were poor, living on the street,

and having difficulties with alcohol or the law. On the scale of things, Tony's forays

into crime were not "big-time," but as what was once known as a "bum," he had been

inducted into a street society that included both of these groups of individuals and

networks.

Doing Tim@

When Tony was finally sentenced for a longer term jail sentence, it was Father

Bryan who convinced the judge to let Tony serve the four year sentence in two

separate terms, concurrently. This allowed Tony the opportunity to do his time in a

medium security facility nearby, rather than being sent to another part of the state.

Father Bryan visited him regularly in jail.

According to Tony, it was around the time of his incarceration that Father Bryan

became Tony's representative payee. This meant the Father Bryan controlled Tony's

welfare monies and disbursed the monies to Tony every month as he needed them.

So Father Bryan took care of Tony's financial affairs, such as they were, while Tony

was in jail. He also visited Tony once a week, and made sure that Tony received

some of the amenities that only outsiders can provide to inmates (like extra snacks

and cigarettes).

On His Own

Tony acknowledged that being incarcerated was very tough, and it is definitely a

period of his life that he prefers not to talk about. When Tony was released, he

resolved to stay out of trouble. He planned to do this by living alone and staying away

from housemates (originally, it was some housemates whom he went into business

with). He also decided not to get a telephone, and thus avoid the people with whom

he had gotten into trouble before. Father Bryan remained his representative payee,

and stayed in close touch with Tony.

Like the earlier time when he lived on the street, Tony found himself a series of

apartments to live in. He describes all of them as having been small, cheap places

that he could afford on his own. He initially worked for Father Bryan, running errands
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8 THE BAKERY

for men who were in the local detention center waiting to be tried or to be bailed out.

This meant that he would purchase the cigarettes and snacks that these men could

receive, take down bail money for the low bails (e.g., fifty dollars), mail letters and so

on.

Tony met the people at the Bakery when he helped Father Bryan deliver their

bread once a week. Eventually, he got himself a job in the Bakery. In the beginning,

Tony started out by bagging the bread, that is putting the cooled loaves into plastic

bags, labelling them and then sealing them. But his role quickly expanded. As Tony

tells it:

One guy broke me in on the cinnamon buns, and how to seal them packages

tight. And then from that I was doing the dishwashing and from the

dishwashing it extended into a lot more heavier work.

Today, his official job title is "Jack of all trades." He is proud of that title, which is

printed in the brochure about the Bakery. He cleans but also helps with all aspects of

the bread production, and is one of the few people who can easily lift the heavy, wet

dough. The Bakery closes during the summer for three months. During this time,

Tony tries to earn money as a janitor, mowing lawns, and other odd job's which are

generally arranged by others at the Bakery.

The Bakery,

The Bakery was first started by two Catholic workers who wanted to create an

economic enterprise that employed people often excluded from the world of work.

Father Bryan became involved in the early days. As part of the "crowd" associated

with Father Bryan and the halfway house, Tony visited the Bakery on a number of

occasions. Tony, along with about a dozen others, works at the Bakery two of the

three days that it is open, on Mondays and Fridays.

je Work
As its name implies, the Bakery is just that, a bakery that produces a couple

thousand loaves of bread each week, which are then sold. It is a small operation, run

by a dozen workers and volunteers. Workers range in age from their early twenties to

their late eighties. And because of its ties to the Catholic Worker Movement, the

Bakery claims a mission that is more than merely baking bread. The work of the
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Bakery includes both the baking and selling of bread, and an attendant activity that is

spiritual in nature: the rebuilding of individual lives as well as creating a community life.

This dual nature of the work in the Bakery is reflected in the language that the

people use there. First are the terms that deal with the actual preparation of the bread

itself: making the dough, cutting it, rolling it out, the first and second rise, and so on.

But many of the workers at the Bakery are also aware of and consciously use the

metaphor of making bread in additional ways. When classes of schoolchildren come

to spend a morning at the Bakery, they are told that the yeast is alive, a living

organism, and that this causes the bread to rise. This is compared to the actions of

humans who through a small effort in the right place and right time, can cause

ferment, and some positive change to occur.

In this paper, while I will not go into any detail describing the physical work of

baking, I do want to describe this second aspect of the work that takes place at the

Bakery.

The People

Individuals with different backgrounds and experiences work at the Bakery.

The "core members" of the Bakery are Carla, Liza, Olivia, and Father Bryan. Carla has

worked at the Bakery since it first opened, and lives in the Halfway House that Tony

stayed in many years ago when he left the institution. Carla packs the bread for

delivery. Liza, now the manager, has also worked at the Bakery since the early days.

Although Liza maintains that her main concern is bread production and running the

Bakery as a business, she carefully orchestrates the work and involvenent of

individuals like Tony. Liza's eldest daughter, Pam, married and with a family of her

own, works at the Bakery once a week.

Olivia is the matriarch of a large family that is involved in many of the activities of

the parish where the Bakery is located. Olivia is the assistant manager, and is in

charge when Liza is away. Father Bryan is responsible for much of the distribution of

the bread.

Tony and Danny are the youngest of the regulars who work at the Bakery.

Danny is a quiet man who keeps to himself. He bags the bread. He occasionally

misses work, due, it is believed, to his glue sniffing. When this happens, Father Bryan

is dispatched by Carla to seek him out and make sure that he is okay.
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in addition to these regular workers, the Bakery hosts many visitors. Most are

schoolchildren who take a field trip to spend the day. Some individuals volunteer their

services at the Bakery for a number of years, as many of the drivers who deliver the

bread do. All visitors are taught the philosophy of the Bakery: that baking bread is

both a practical and symbolic activity.

Baking Bread: Building Ccnilectigns

The important work of the Bakery is not simply baking bread, it is also how the

baking is done. AU of the workers have valid and valuable roles in this work and

everyone's contribution is necessary. The bread is baked by individuals who could not

do their work without the presence of the others. Baking bread is one way to establish

and maintain a sMall community of people bound by common purpose and work, at

least for two days a week. Involving everyone in a valid way is an unspoken and not

highly visible effort at the Bakery and can be a real challenge. Many of the workers

would not generally be viewed as highly skilled or capable on the open job market.

While many of the examples presented here are taken from Tony's experience, the

efforts at facilitation, interpretation, and accommodation are extended to everyone at

the Bakery.

Facilitation

The word facilitation2 is used here to refer to those activities that help to bring

people together. This might involve teaching either a disabled or nondisabled

individual a particular skill or response. The things that are learned may be used in an

actual interaction with another individual or simply to increase the opportunities for

people to get together. Facilitation can be used to smooth over ruffled interactions

between people. The use of facilitation is not restricted only to people with disabilities.

But when it is planned, the effort is in making a particular interaction or relationship go

well. The purpose of this activity is not to teach people with disabilities certain skills

that they can then generalize to other situations.

2The author acknowledges Rannveig Traustadottir and her (so far) unpublished
analysis on the facilitation that some personal assistants perform on behalf of the
inaividual with disabilities whom they are working for.
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The continual and ongoing effort of both Liza and Olivia in trying to involve Tony

in a number of "wholesome" socitt: activities falls into the category of facilitation. These

include invitations to monthly suppers that are held at the parish, coming to mass, and

other occasional social activities and events that take place.

Olivia tries to facilitate certain interactions between me aid Tony. On several

occasions, she tries to get me to assume another role than that of a researcher with

Tony. She calls me his friend (despite my corrections otherwise) and at least twice

asks me to "reinforce" something with him, typically something that she thinks would

be good for him. For example, she approached me on a few occasions and openly

wondered about where Tony should live, and could I help him find a group home to

live in, so that he wouldn't have to be alone.

Interpretaton

Interpretation is used here to refer to those occasions where a person is

presented in a positive and a enhancing way to others (Wolfensberger, 1972;

Wolfensberger & Glenn, 1973; Wolfensberger & Thomas, 1983). To interpret someone

in an enhancing way is not only nice for the person, but it can indirectly promote

further positive interactions between individuals with and without disabilities. The

individual with a disability is portrayed to others as being interesting; both worthy and

capable of establishing a relationship.

One day, Tony was being teased by others at the Bakery. Olivia interrupted

and asks if people knew that Tony had saved a man's life. His next door neighbor

tried to commit suicide by turning on the gas in his apartment, and then starting a fire.

Tony smelled it, and tried to enter the man's apartment. He then called the police and

got the caretaker. The two of them broke down the door and rescued the man. As he

was telling the story, Olivia suggested what he should tell next, so that no details would

be missed. By the end of the story, Tony was downplaying his role, but others

contradicted him and told him how brave he had been to act on another's behalf with

little or no thought to his own safety.

Accommodation

Accommodation refers to the actual changes in the physical or social

environment that makes it easier to involve an individual in some way. The most
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obvious case of making an accommodation would be to add a ramp and renovate

washrooms. It is typically this act of making a physical accommodation that gets

defined as the essence of integration and helping someone to fit in. Physical

accommodations result in physical integration, but the interpretation, facilitation and

accommodation in the social environment of a person's social integration, lead to the

valued participation in a typical activity or interaction.

An example of this occurred when Uza arranged a part time job for Tony. The

church where the Bakery is located needed someone to clean up after the

congregation's monthly community suppers. Olivia and Uza thought that Tony would

be an excellent and obvious choice to take on this role. The suppers end at nine p.m.,

so the two women thought that Tony could come in first thing Wednesday mornings to

clean up the hall. Tony refused the job regretfully, because he could have used the

money. But he did not want to be in the church on Wednesday as he didn't get along

with a couple of the people who would be there.

Liza devised i.1 plan whereby Tony would come in towards the end of the

supper, have something to eat (he generally avoids these suppers too), and then stay

to clean up. It would be late, 9:30, but he was close to his own home and would not

be at risk to walk the few blocks at that time of night. Tony agreed to the idea of

coming in the evening, and then Liza convinced Father Bryan of the scheme. Tony is

not allowed a key to the church, but Father Bryan could lock up, leaving one door that

Tony could exit the church from, with the door locking itself behind him. As Liza

reasoned with Father Bryan about the change in schedule to suit Tony, she suggested

that this would be one way to get Tony back to the community suppers and with

people. Both Tony and Father Bryan agreed to Liza's plan although they had different

reasons for doing so.

Conclusion

The Bakery fills more than one function in the lives of the people involved with it.

It is a place of work, and of meaningful occupation. It is a place to get together with

other people for companionship. It is a place for like minded people to get tOgether:

activists in the peace and social justice movement, those involved in their local

parishes and individuals who have faced a variety of difficulties (e.g., substance abuse,

incarceration, poverty, homelessness, unemployment).
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The people at the Bakery try to reach out to people in the community in order to

provide food and sustenance. One day a week, free bread is available from the

Bakery to local st lo kitchens and food pantries as well as anyone who happens to

stop by. As one worker said, "On free day, you get the bread for free. It's a

statement. We all need bread to eat, and when we aat the same bread, it's a

statement that we are all the same."

Another example of this attitude was demonstrated the day a high school

student came in and asked how much bread he could buy for 47 cents. Liza told him

to put away his money and help himself to a couple of slices of bread and butter. As

she sa;d, "we have bread to share."

But there is a tension at the Bakery between the efforts at reaching out into the

community and maintaining a level of bread production and sales in order to keep the

Bakery going. This dilemma was articulated by a long-time baker, who is disappointed

in what she sees as commercialism overtaking the real purpose of the Bakery as a

place for people to come together and associate with each other,

That's what people today need. Boy, I wish we were more like that here. No,

its just not the way I had envisioned it. The commercial has won out. We are

so commercial here. I had planned a bakery with a full time day care. Women

could come and leave their kids, help out here, or just bring lunch and visit with

each other. I knew a couple of women like that, they would have come. But

our production has driven out all this kind of stuff.

On the other hand, several of the people working at the Bakery want to earn the

minimum wage or better. This means that a certain amount of bread must be made

and sold. As Father Bryan stated:

We have introduced much more of an economic thing...than used to be the

case. People get a stipend for bread baking which is probably more than

minimum wage. [To do this] you have to...get enough production...and

distribution...to meet the overhead. It changes the atmosphere.

This dilemma will not be easily resolved as those at the Bakery wish to provide

a workplace and a place where often forgotten individuals would be welcomed. But for

Tony and others, working the Bakery provides both meaningful employment and

meaningful association with others.
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The way we are, we are members of each other. All of us.
Everything. The difference ain't in who is a member and
who ts not, but in who knows it and who d,on't.

-Burky Coulter*

* In Wendell Berry
The Wild Birds (p. 136)

910325

What can it mean to know that we tare members of each other?
In his stories of the Port William membership, Wendell Berry
hangs the possibility of civic life on the answer people make to
this question.

People experience different ways of belonging to each other.
They speak of others as kin, as friends, as co-workers, as neigh-
bors, as belonging to the same association or congregation, as
sharing a common interest, as being *regulars" (like a regular
customer in a tavern or a regular visitor to a park). Shaped by
culture and personal history, each of these different relationships
implies privileges and obligations specific to its participants.
Most everyone identifies someone as a friend, but each friendship
takes its own shape and meaning. For each person, these differ-
ent kinds of belonging form the context for social support.

Good lives for people with severe disabilities depend on
whether they are recognized as members of the social networks
and associations that constitute community. People recognized
as members benefit from everyday exchanges of support that
create opportunities to play socially valued roles and chances to
form personally significant relationships. People excluded from
membership risk loneliness, isolation, and powerlessness.

Because people with severe disabilities cannot take member-
ship for granted, those concerned to build stronger, more inclu-
sive communities must consider how people deny membership,
the resources that membership can offer, and the ways member-
ship can be established.

Mostly, knowledge of our membership in each other lies be-
neath words, in everyday habits. People spontaneously acknowl-
edge membership in culture, neighborhood, association, and
family through sigm and rituals that signal belonging and set
common boundaries. People say *we with nuances of behavior
from their way of telling visitors goodbye to their way of offering
a friend help.

People usually stop to speak about membership only when it
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becomes problematic in some way. They look for words when they
believe their conduct disturbs a common sense of obligation (as
Burley Coulter does in The Wild Birds), or when they look for a
way that people disconnected from one another can form a larger
membership (as Paul does when he writes to the Ephesians in the
letter Burley Coulter echoes). If people try to talk about shared
membership, it's hard to find words that adequately match feel-
ings of belonging or exclusion.

Probably this poverty of language reflects cultural devaluation
of relationships (Gilligan, 1982). Maybe, it shows that our language
has evolved more slowly than our collective need to think explic-
itly about the kind of relationships that past generations of hu-
mans might have taken for granted. Anyway, the search for
adequate ternu becomes more difficult the more one's pattern of
memberships diverges from Burley Coulter's. His memberships
grow from his lifework of farming in and around a small village.
He knows the history of most of the people he belongs with. He
meets the same people in different contexts of membership, ex-
changing farm work with men alongside whom he hunts and
socializes. Unlike Burley Coulter, many people rely significantly
on cars and telephones to maintain their social worlds. Their
different memberships occur in widely separated locations. They
know little of other's history beyond the particular circumstances
of their meeting. Their social networks include many people who
would be strangers to one another if they happened to meet. Such
loosely tied and dispersed memberships form the context for
important personal relationships and mutual obligations the
same as more tightly linked networks do. But they are hard to
talk about.

The difficulty of finding words to reflect the web of connections
that sustain our lives can be awkward in personal conversation.
But when talking face to face people can repair imperfect commu-
nication with redundancy, metaphor, inflection, and movement.
When words fail, we get by with inarticulate gestures or poems.

However, the lack of words to apeak about and thus under-
stand shared membership becomes crippling when people enact
policies whose effects depend fundamentally on the nature of
social relationships. Here, unwillingness to constructively face
our inarticulateness hurts. Of US policies designed to alleviate
poverty, strengthen families, deinstitutionalize, assist elders, and
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prevent mental and physical maladies, Seymour Sarason and his
associates (1977) observe:

...the failun, absolute or relative, of most programs in
human service (and the resulting cynicism about mounting
any successful program) is in large measure due to
unexamined, oversimple, and invalid conceptions of the
nature, extent, and bases of human relationship& (14)

Of British policies designed to increase community care
elders and disabled people, Martin Bulmer (1987) says:

...in significant respects, `conununity care' policies rest
upon fallacious common sense assumptions which are
wrongly presented by policy makers as sociological truths.
As a result there is a vacuum at the heart of care policy
which is likely to lead to ineffective or deteriorating provi-
sion of services... (ix)

The moral seems simple. To reduce the chance of unpleasant
and dispiriting policy outcomes, learn more of the nature, extent,
and bases of social relaticnships. Sensible as it may be, this
injunction is less academic than it is epic: not "Go to the library
and then do the needed research and bring back the unshakable
facts. but, "Bring me the nilay slippers." Earning significant
knowledge of important social relationships means learning a bit
at a time through reflection on action which tests character as
much as intellect.

Like others excluded and oppressed by shared denial of mem.
bership in each other, people with severe disabilities can teach a
good deal about the social relationships at the foundation of civic
life. To learn, one need only get involved: listen, look, try to
understand situations in terms of shared humanity, and respond
actively to invitations for personal engagement and civic action.
Through this discipline, pe ',ple with disabilities teach on three
topics:

The consequences of long term exclusion from membership

C3 The benefits implicit in recognition as a member

0 Some of the explicit work necessary to change patterns of
exclusion so that a person moves to being known and treated
as a member

4
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Membership denied: The consequences of exclusion

Michael* lived in an Ontario provincial institution before moving into a community
residence, a job in a market, and an active role in a self advocacy group.
He remembers life in the institution as organized around control."The worst thing

...was havin' staff around all the time. Not goin' anywhere without staff Doin' things
they wanted you to do, not what you wanted. Arid gettin' blamed for stuff? [p.401
And punishments: 'They made you dig for worms. It's a punishment... You hadda put

your face right in the ground and dig worms, then you hadda put 'em back when you
was through..." (p.41) Tm thanking God they're closin' that place...How would you like
somebody to strip you bare naked and make you walk round the floor, around and
around? I don't know why they did that, they were crazy..." [p.38)
Though his life has changed remarkably for the better, his experiences have left their

mark: "The scare is still in me after all these years.' (p.38] (Melberg-Schwier, 1990)

Seymour, a professor of psychology, began his career at Southbury Training School, an
innovative institution in his day. Reflecting on residents' desire to return home despite
the "obviously" superior living conditions at the institution, he notes that, at the time,
he considered this desire a Eymptom of retardation, "...paternalism rendered you inca-
pable of grasping and compiehending the world as it is experienced by those for whom
you feel responsible... You thought you were explaining human behavior, unaware that
the explanation rested on an unexamined axiom: we and they had nothing in common. If
we were in their place, we would get on our knees and thank God that we wereplaced at
Southbury. Yes, the residents were human, but we could not accord them feelings and
longings that follow separation... [p.149] (Sarason, 1888)

In presenting and
discussing example*, we
refer to people by their
first names. This is
because people have
different concerns about
confidentiality. Some
people would be happy to
be known by their full
real name, others prefer
not to be so identified,
other have aheady
acquired pseudonyms
from other authors. We
have chosen to treat
people equally by using
only first names. We
hope that this will not
seem disrespectful.

Members of Each Other - 4

Both Michael's terror of mindless, dehumanizing control and
Seymour's missed opportunity for understanding arise from their
unthinking participation in settings that enact the moral exclu-
sion of people. Such places disct.arage those employed as staff
from knowing that they and their charges are members of one
another. At the same time, these places reinforce t,he physical
and social distance between their inmates and those people oth-
ers easily recognize as "one of us." By so doing, they enforce and
ratify the perception that people with severe disabilities should
live outside the boundary of membership. Inside the boundary,
people may dislike or diaapp rove of one another, people may have
conflicts, people may avoid one another, and people may let one
another down. But within the boundary of acknowledged mem-
bership, people see one another as approximately equal, they see
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*For a helpful general
discussion of the causes
and consequences amoral
exclusion, we Opotow
(1990).
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the possibility of mutuality, and they coneider others entitled to
fair treatment and a share in common resources.*

The conflict between some parents of severely disabled chil-
dren and some of their professional advisers highlights the con-
trast in understanding between those who know someone be-
longs to them and those who deny shared membership. One
parent speaks for many who resist professional pressure to set
someone outside their membership,

1The doctors told us he would neve: learn anytning or be
anything. They said, Tut him away and forget him.' But he
was ours, so we ignored them and took him home. They
said he'd never roll over, but he can walk. They said he'd
never talk, but he has even learned to read a little. They
said he'd never feed himself, but now he has a job in a
restaurant. They said he'd be a burden, but it's people like
them, who still don't see his himanity, that burden us
most. Why can't people welcome him for who he is?"
(O'Brien, 1988)

Setting some people apart may be one of humanity's most
common boundary defining mechanisms. Groups can say who
they think they are by contrasting themselves favorably with
inferior outsiders. Groups can define their rules of conduct by
pointing at the immoral or outlandish customs of foreigners.
Groups can generate strong feelings of closeness and cocamon
purpose by defining an enemy whose otherness is terrible and
menacing. Groups can defend individual members from frighten-
ing impulses by projecting the unacceptable onto outsiders. In
each case, the identity of an us depends on maintaining a
depersonalized them.

But why should disability create a them? Michael was born
among people with a strong sense of us, but he became one of
them, even to most members of his family. How does his learning
difficulty lead to a common sense that he is not one of our kind
but someone who will be happiest apart from us, with his own
kind?

Why can't some people recognize disabled people as belonging
to them? When citizens of a community shaped by the moral
exclusion of people with disabilities stop to think about it at all,
they justify exclusion variously: people with disabilities have
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incurable sicknesses requiring continuous special treatment; they
are dangerous to ordinary people or threatened by ordinary
people's insensitivity; people with disabilities lack full humanity
because of missing abilities and defective sensibilities.

Whatever the reason, those morally excluded as "not one of us*
live outside the boundary within which positive values and ordi-
nary considerations of fairness apply. At its historic extreme,
moral exclusion led to systematic killing as a legally and profes-
sionally sanctioned medical treatment of people with severe
disabilities (Gallagher, 1989).

In its everyday reality, denial of membership decreases se-
verely disabled people's power to pursue their own goals and
increases their vulnerability to dehumanizing, or neglectful, or
abusive treatment Sometimes predators victimize people with
disabilities, but people who mean well can also diminish excluded
people's humanity. As Connie Marteniz (1988) says of her experi-
ence,

'So when I was growing up everybody either thought they
had to take care of me, like my parents and my brothers
and sisters, or they pushed me away, like some of my rela-
tives and most of my teachers who stuck me out of the
way...
My parents always had a dream for my brothers and sis-
ters for when they grew up, but nobody ever had a dream
for me, so I never had a dream for myself ..
Quality of life would make a mother support her daughter

[in having and pursuing a dream]. That is very important.
In my case, there was not support. When I was a child, the
doctor said to my parents: You may have a dream for a
perfect child, but forget about that. The case is you parented
a broken child.' And that was Connie.' 1-21

When professional service providers set up a program to assist
morally excluded people, they often mindlessly follow this recipe:
group outsiders together, set them physically apart, isolate them
socially, amplify stigma and arouse a sense of differentness,
control the details of their lives (often in the rmme of therapy),
enforce material poverty as a condition of assistance, offer rela-
tively greater benefits to those clients who seem more like "one of
us* and less to those apparently less familiar, and expect obedi-
ence and gratitude in return.
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Though institutional settings typically express this pattern of
denied membership, service reforms often do too.

John Lord and Alison Pedlar (1990) conducted a follow-up study
of the quality of everyday life for 18 of the 260 people moved into
small community group homes as the Government of British
Columbia closed its institution at Tranquille. Like about 40% of
the people deinstitutionalized by this initiative, these 18 people
all have some continuing contact with at least one family mem-
ber. Four years after moving, 8 people have only one person
apart from paid staff in their social network; the other 10 people
have 2 or 3 people in their social network. Typically these net-
work members are family and former staff: family members,
usually parents, remain people's most frequent contacts (they
visit 14 of the people at least once a month) and 5 people have a
friend among present or former staff members. One person
knows a community member who was recruited to befriend him;
one person's sister has actively included him in her network of
activities and relationships; and one person is an active member
of her church. People's most common roles outside their group
homes and day programs are those of consumer and spectator: 2
or 3 times a week they visit restaurants and shops or movie
theaters or bowling lanes, usually as one among a group of
people with disabilities. Of the 18 different 4 person group homes
people live in, only 6 homes enable resident participation in daily
routines and actively support positive relationships among
housemates. In 8 homes, people seem incompatible with one
another and there is cont4.nuing tension or overt conflict between
residents. Staff in a majority of homes spend most of their time
either disengaged from residents or vigilantly monitoring and
managing people'E movements.

Margaret Flynn (1989) interviewed adults with mental retarda-
tion who receive some human service program assistance to live
in their own apartments. Though almost all 88 people strongly
prefer living independently to more supervised alternatives, she
identifies 29 people who have been victimized in one or more
ways, including: having money taken (17 people), being verbally
intimidated by adults living nearby (15 people), having property
damaged (12 people), and being mugged (2 people). She associates
victimization with two human service program practices: chan-
neling vulnerable people into undesirable neighborhoods and
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housing sites characterized as 'hard to rent', and failing to pro-
vide relevant training and support in presenting and standing up
for one's seIE

Stimmarithlg his investigation of one region's implementation
of supported employment, David Hagner (1989) reports that the
alternative resembles the programs it was intended to reform. By
observation and interview, he compared the experiences of non-
disabled workers with the experiences of disabled people placed
by a supported employment program. When performing the same
jobs that human service staff choose for disabled workers to do,
non-disabled employees regard those jobs as undesirable, tempo-
rary, and low status; Lon-disabled workers distance themselves
from the job with such justifications as, "I'm only doing this tem-
porarily.* Non-disabled people do tasks in different ways than
their disabled co-workers do because, usually for their own conve-
nience, human service staff modify the ways disabled workers
perform tasks: disabled people's jobs are "structured to sn inordi-
nate degree, almost fossilized, into an invariant sequence of
tasks* I85]. Supervisors and co-workers express acceptance and
approval of disabled workers, but regardless of this, job coaches
attend to picking out and trying to remediate disabled employees'
deficiencies and incapacities. Despite frequent, positive interac-
tions among non-disabled workers at job sites, none of the sup-
ported employees participate much in these exchanges or form
close working relationships because job coaches schedule the
disabled worker's arrival, break and work time differently from
those of their co-workers and because job coaches frequently
insert themselves between workers with disabilities and their co-
wo7kers as buffers or interpreters.

A now program design won't make a significant difference until
the people who plan it and the people who implement it confront
their own program's potential to change all the details and stiu
leave people with disabilities excluded from the circle of member-
ship.

Unless people with severe disabilities, their allies, and those
who serve them continuously widen their common recognition as
members, the negative effects of moral exclusion will continue to
undermine the quality of community life. Knowing another per-
son as a member doesn't necessarily lead to treating the other
person right, but such knowledge forms the foundation for civil
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and supportive relationships. Understanding that another per-
son belongs to us doesn't necessarily disclose what to do when
conflicts or difficulties arise, but such knowledge motivates
action to strengthen common bonds rather than to ignore or
sever them.

Recognition of membership grows as more and more people
share the everyday experiences of schooling, working, playing,
neighborhood living, and citizenship alongside people with severe
disabilities in ways that highlight and strengthen the knowledge
that we are all members of one another.

Known as a member

Jean and David are friends. In a book they wrote together, David writes about his life
and they each talk about their friendship. In her account, Jean says, "One Saturday
David rade the bus over to see me and to see if there was anything he could do to help
me. My mother had been bedridden for two years and I had been caring for her at hcme.
There had been many difficult days but now she had pneumonia and there seemed to be
no way she could fight it off. David stood beside her bed with me and spoke:
"I am sony you are hurting.*
As he put his left arm around me and took my mother's hand in his right hand, he said

what I really wanted to hear:
NIt's OK to ay.'"
And we all three stood there and cried.'148) (Edwards & Dawson, 1983)

,=111161IMINMIIMIIMMMINION.IIMIMIMMIIIMMNPIMINIMII,

George attends a sheltered workshop. He lived in an institution, then in a group
home, and now in an apartment. Based on his interest in bingo and with Bob's sponsor-
ship, George became an active member of the Knights of Columbus. Over the three
years of his membership, George has become more outgoing as he participates in a
wide variety of activities, including working with his brother knights to rtm weekly
bingo games. Recently George used his lodge contacts to become the top fund raiser for
another local organization he is interested in. (Osburn, 1988; LaFraneis, 1990)

91=
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After 14 years in a sheltered workshop, a friend helped Kitty find a part time office job
where she met and then became Mends with Shirley. Kitty and Shirley frequently eat
lunch together, and ffitty spends time with Shirley in Shirley's home. Shirley has
helped IGtty expand her skills, take on additional job duties, increase her hours at
work, and take a community college course. She says, 'Witty] is so eager to learn that I
get excited showing her things... I get a lift out of that.* [9]

Shirley sees helping Kitty to improve her work performance as part of their friend-
ship. 7 have taken it upon myself to worry about her as far as her livelihood... say if
something happens to her parents... having her skills so that she could eventually go out
and get a full time job and not having to rely as much as she does on other people... it's
just something that I think about and I think that's one of the reasons I'm motivated to
show her different things... ml(Lxtsyya,1990)

The varieties of social support

* Some people use other
terms like natural
support, natural help, or
community caring with a
similar meaning. In this
paper we generally refer
to social supped with the
intention of including
these other terms.

Members of Each Other -

Social supporV is a convenient but abstract term which sum-
marizes the effects of what people do for one another naturally,
through everyday exchange of acknowledgement, information,
emotion, and help. in discussing social support, some writers
focus on immediate and specific results, such as help moving into
a new apartment or consolation in time of grief. Others empha-
size the cumulative effects of supportive ties on an overall sense
of well being and health.

Passing the time of day with another person contributes to
social support. Telling an acquaintance about a job opening con-
tributes to social support. Listening to a friend as he struggles
with a disappointment contributes to social support. Bringing in
a vacationing neighbor's mail contributes to social support. Loan-
ing a ladder to a friend contributes to social support Running an
errand contributes to social support. Bringing food to a wake
contributes to social support. Helping a co-worker figure out a
new task contributes to social support. Taking in a friend who
has left her home contributes to social support. Hosting a celebra-
tion of a co-worker's achievement contributes to social support.
Sharing a day at the bc .ich contributes to social support Visiting
someone who is sick contributes to social support.

And, because the benefits of social support result from interac-
tion, receiving each of these contributions also increases social
support. In the enactment of shared membership, receiving assis-
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tance means as much as offering it.

These personal exchanges occur routinely and, if asked, the
people involved usually explain them by reference to their under-
standing of the relationship they share. Thus, David says that
consoling Jean and her mother is part of being a friend, Shirley
thaches and encourages Kitty because of her friendship, r Id Bob
would probably explain his contribution to George's favorite
charity as a consequence of their fraternal relationship. Social
support can mean mobilizing substantial resources to help an-
other through a crisis, but much social support manifests itself in
actions that happen in such small, familiar ways that people
don't notice them and even find it odd when someone calls atten-
tion to them (Leatham & Duck,1990).

Social support arises from at least four distinct experiences:

CI Feeling attached to emotionally important other people

GI Having the opportunity to engage in shared activities

CI Being part of a network of people who can approach one
another for information and assistance

CI Having a place and playing a variety of roles in economic and
civic life.

Thus people weave their memberships with four different
threads.

Each of these four social resources contributes distinctly to
well being, and one resource won't substitute for the others
(Weiss, 1973). An active person may still feel deep emotional loneli-
ness. A person with deep attachments may lack the connections
to make personally important changes. But in combination of its
forms, the quantity and quality of social support makes a demon-
strable difference to health, to longevity, to the sense of satisfac-
tion with life, and to personal and social power and effectiveness
(House, Umberson, & Landis, 1988; Pilisuk & Parks, 1986).

Part of what we know about distinguishing the variety of social
supports comes from the different personal consequences of
experiencing their absence (Weiss, 1982). When we miss important
attachments with intimates, we feel the pain of emotional loneli-
ness . When we lack opportunities for participation with friends,
we endure the boredom, aimlessness, and marginality of social
isolation. When we are outside a network of personal contacts,
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we are disadvantaged by insufficient information and limited
access to people with resources important to our purposes. With-
out positive roles in economic and associational life, we have a
constrained sense of who we are and diminished power to dis-
cover and accomplish what we desire.

Social supwrt counts as much for civic as for personal life.
Anastasia Shkilnyk (1985) chmnicles the near destruction of a
community in her history of the Ojibwa people of Grassy Nar-
rows, Ontario. She describes the vicious circle that begins turn-
ing when economic exploitation and physical dislocation combine
with inept government assistance policies to break the ties and
connections of everyday life. In the resulting vortex of violence,
addiction, and cynicism, a people can lose their capacity to raise
their children, make their livings, assist their elders, and govern
themselves. Less dramatically but as importantly, a growing
literature defines the fundamental social importance of atavism
--acting with the intention to benefit another person- and the
civic challenge of developing ways that people can express their
sense of care for one another (Kahn, 1990; Piliavin & Charng, 1990).

Controversies around social support

While almost no oile disagrees about the desirability of the
actions summed up as social support, citizens should vigorously
discuss its implications for public policy. Three characteristics of
social support as a concept hinder this necessary debate. Because
it is an abstraction which includes a wide variety of everyday
behaviors, those who want to talk about social support have a
hard time knowing exactly what it means. Indeed, Benjamin
Gottlieb (1988) reports that a meeting of researchers on social
support, convened by the US National Institute of Mental Health
to agree on specific criteria for its definition, only made progress
in their discussions when they stopped trying to define social
support. Because it is by definition a good thing, those who want
to debate social support have trouble raising questions about its
limits and problems without sounding sour and cynical. Because
it is a technical term, often used as if it described the raw mate-
rial of professional intervention, citizens may have trouble find-
ing a place in the discussion.

Unless citizens exercise caution, the concept of social support
will obscure a necessary fact about the foundations of civil life.
We will forget that we are members of each other and that the
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quality of our lives depends on our remembering this in daily
action. To learn more about social support, let particular situa-
tions test general claims. This newspaper description of John
and Marie's situation opens a window into some important con-
troversies around social support.*

John, 31, lives with his mother and father and attends a day activity program. He
relies on his 73 year old mother, Marie, to assist him with bathing, going to the toilet,
and with his meals. She says, 'My other kids have gone off, but because of John, I've
never had that empty house feeling_ Between my four kids, rue been taking care of
children for 48 years, and the most time I've had off was one week.'

Her fear is that she will die before John is settled in a group home. She says she
doesn't expect her other children to look after John, 'Johnny is my problem, and you
never really know how your daughter's husband or your son's wife would feel about
taking care of him. They'd do it if they had to...But they have their own kids, and they're
so busy... A permanent thing wouldn't be fair to them.'1131(Lewin, 1990)

Should we say that John's mother provides natural support?

Beyond making a home for John and sharing her daily life
with him, John's mother, Marie, organizes her day, as she has
organized almost half her life time, around the physical work of
taking care of him. She also cares about him: she loves her son
and feels anxious about his future. This concern leads her to
advocate for more group homes and for John's admission to one
of them. Policy makers might sweep these different types of
caring together under headings like "natural support" or "care by
the community' and briefly admire Marie for kindly giving up
her time to look after her son. A common, often unspoken, as-
sumption that such caring is a family responsibility and that
within the family caring is naturally part of a woman's place
makes such a sweeping together easier (Traustadottir,1990;
Ungerson, 1987).

The newspaper story reflects this sexist assumption with a
twist on the stereotypical portrayal of the silent wife whose
picture adds interest to her husband's story. John's father lives
with John and Marie and is pictured with them in a large photo-
graph accompanying the article. However, he does not speak in
the article, which refers to him only once: 'The specter (of Marie's
dying before John moues to a group home) took on new immediacy this
month after she passed out briefly in the bathroom and her hus-

While we have not met
John and his family, we
discuss their situation
because it provides the
human dimension in a
special report by a major
newspaper. We think the
writer purposely selected
a 'good' family -long
married parents in their
own suburban horn: with
two other grown, success-
ful children- in order to
influence public policy by
showing the human costs
of a scarcity of facilities.
The nwspaper writer
advocates increasing the
stock of group homes and
assumes that sufficient
public funding in a time of
deficit is tha only point at
issue. We will read her
account ofJohn's family
for what we can learn
about social support.
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band went to pieces. 'He panics too easily,' she said. Tm not sure
he could handle Johnny without me.'

Calling Marie's work social support may be accurate, but mis-
leading. Speaking of Marie's contribution in the same breath as
the contribution of a neighbor who might occasionally share an
afternoon with John hides a fundamental fact. The whole visible
system of residences and day programs for people with mental
retardation floats on the invisible work that Marie and tens of
thousands of other women do every day. A recent US survey of
the need for personal assistance among all people over 15 years of
age identifies relatives as providing most of the assistance people
require. Relatives are the sole source of assistance for 74% of
people who need assistance with personal care, for 71% of people
who need assistance with mobility, and for 67% of people who
need assistance with household work (World Institute on Disability &
Rutgers University Bureau of Economic Research, n.d.). Without Marie's
work, unaccotmted in cash and thus considered economically
unproductive, the service system would face a fiscal crisis that
pales its current substantial shortfalls. But because policy mak-
ers overlook her contribution, dismissing it as the proper femi-
nine response to a private family trouble, her concerns get left out
of decisions about taxation and public spen4ing (Finch, 1989).

Even facts about obvious demographic changes influence policy
discussion only marginally. Most everyone knows that a rising
proportion of women work outside their homes, and many people
know that a growing number of them now provide a substantial
part of the practical care and economic support for their elders as
well as for their children. Policy makers often rehearse these
facts as if to exorcise them by repetition rather than to soberly
consider their implications. Citizens can't allow the concept of
social support to hide the amount of real work it takes to raise
children and honorably assist elders and those of us with disabili-
ties. Instead of allowing professionals to offer answers in the form
of confusing generalizations about natural support, citizens
should insist on focused discussion of the ways public policy and
service practices affect how family members care for one another
and how people isolated from family and friends will find infor-
mal support (Walker, 1986).
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Can John depend on natural support for his future?

Marie sees two options for John: live with one of her other
children or live in a publicly funded residence. She wants to
reject the first option as unfair to her non-disabled children and
her grandchildren, but fears that the slow pace of growth in
residential services may leave her children no choice but to take
him in or to place him in an institution (if that is even possible).
She notes the irony in the fact that if she had followed profes-
sional advice to institutionalize John when he was an infant, he
would now have a much better chance to be placed in a group
home. By saving the Math much of the cost of care for John, she
has left the state in a position to ignore him. She does not speak
about the possibility that she herself -like many older people-
will face institutionalization if she becomes infirm unless her
daughter or her daughter-in-law offers substantial practical
assistance.

910325

One can understand, though not excuse, policy makers ignor-
ing John and the thousands of other disabled adults now living
with their parents. When pressed, responsible officials justify
ignoring John with complaints about tight budgets and reference
to mixed signals about public willingness to cut other expendi-
tures or pay more taxes so that John has more options. They
assign responsibility to shortcomings at other levels of govern-
ment or to insufficient efforts by charitable organizations. They
call these excuses practical realities.

This sense of practical reality includes =questioned individu-
alism at its foundation. From thia perspective, John, whose had
luck with his genetic endowment creates a private problem for
his family, has had good luck because his parents have taken
care of him and his government offers him a day program. When
his family will no longer care for him, his luck will go bad and he
will have to accept whatever he gets. As long as his mother
continues to look after him uncomplainingly, she is upholding
family values. But if she seeks help, especially help at home
under her own control, conflict begins. Some policy makers op-
pose offering more than small amounts of help because they
think such intervention erodes what they call family values.
Other professional decision makers want to insure that getting
help is difficult in order to control what they insensitively call
the woodwork effect. (They mean that effective services would
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draw people in need "out of the woodwork.")

If defining John as the victim of bad luck seems unhelpful,
consider the most common alternative explanation. This way of
explaining disability assumes that ours is a just world in which
people get what they deserve. From this perspective, John or his
family somehow deserve visitation with private tragedy in retri-
bution for something they did wrong.

Whether people use misfortune or misconduct to explain John's
condition, the implication remains: John's private troubles set
him and his family apart from us. We may, if we choose, respond
with whatever pity and material charity we can manage. But he
and his situation make no moral claim on us. This distance
shapes law. No US court has yet held that John has an enforce-
able right to the service he requires, and even the most progres-
sive legislatures have not gone beyond granting him the privilege
of professional screening and placement on a waiting list.

Neither of Marie's apparent options look promising for her and
John. Is there another way? Some concerned people combine their
frustration at the cold clumsiness of service bureaucracies with
their belief in people's willingness to help one another out. They
suggest that natural support offers John and his parents -and
perhaps overburdened government- a third alternative. Under
what conditions could that be true?

If a wider group of people recognized John's membership with
them, he would have more people who like and care about him.
He would probably have more social resources to draw upon.
Presently, his life appears constrained between his membership
in his parent's family and clienthood in a day program that walls
him off from the ordinary relationships of community life. If one
or another ofJohn's personal interests led to his belonging to a
community association, he would probably have a more varied
and interesting weekly schedule and he might have more allies to
work for changes that will benefit him. If John invested some of
his energy with members of available social networks, more
information and everyday assistance would probably come his
way, as it probably would if his family invested energy and made
requests on his behalf. IfJohn's neighbors recognized him as
belonging among them, he would probably be able to call on a
vadety of kinds of everyday Ip and support, especially in clear
emergencies which call for straightforward, time limited help. If
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members of John's extended family accept and enjoy him as a
family member, he probably has a claim on a share of whutever
resources the rest of the family has. IfJohn had close friends, he
would probably have more personal support and encouragement,
and, to the extent of his friends' resources, he might be able to
draw on more social influence and material goods.

These social resources, available more or less spontaneously
and voluntarily once people endorse his membership with them,
would greatly improve his possibilities for enjoying a good life.
However, three problems cloud John's prospects. The first prob-
lem arises from John's current social isolaon. The second two
problems arise from the social norms that channel the kind and
extent of help people will typically offer someone they recognize
as belonging to them (Willmott, 1987).

First, though some people do spontaneously reach out to in-
clude people whose disabilities significantly inhibit their mobility
and communication, moving from isolation to membership typi-
cally takes hard work. Very few available services focus on in-
creasing social involvement and most programs actively separate
people with walls. Therefore, many of the people with severe
disabilities who enjoy membership in community networks and
associations do so because their parents -most often their moth-
ers- refused to accept their isolation and worked hard to over-
come it. Anyone who would blame John's parents for his isolation
and exhort them to work harder to integrate him should contem-
plate the biblical judgement on those who put together heavy
burdens for others to carry (Matthew, 23, 2-4).

Second, though some people do spontaneously make heroic
efforts for friends and neigUors, John's social world is shaped by
rules which express the premise that each person has the indi-
vidual ability to deal with everyday responsibilities in the long
run. Thus, people will offer friends and neighbors and co-workers
extraordinary help to see them through a bad time or to aid
recovery from a crisis. Those who help may not expect repayment
from those they assist, but they typically expect them to recover
and get on with their lives in a reasonable period of time. Jolm
violates this common expectation of recovery. Even if good in-
straction and better assistive technology greatly improve his
ability to manage his daily routine and contribute productively to
sainomic life, John will most likely need some assistance and
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guidance and protection throughout the day, everyday, for the
rest of his life.

The strength of the expectation that extraordinary help will be
somehow time limited shows in the concern and confusion some
adoptive families of severely disabled children experience as their
children grow up and they confront Marie's dilemma. They en-
tered the adoption freely, and they share their family life gener-
ously, but at they realize the lack of acceptable alternative living
arrangements they experience anger with the htunan service
system and sometimes resentment of their disabled adult son or
daughter for violating the expectafion that their family relation-
ship would change as their son or daughter grew up and moved
out.

'e enduring everydayness of severely disabled people's need
fur assistance constitutes a strain on them and the people who
love them. As Judith Snow (1990), a physically disabled teacher
and activist says, "7'he harckst part for me is that, no matter what
mood I wake up in, the biggest thing on my agenda everyday is to
support my attendants and supporters."

Third, John needs types of assistance which seem unusual to
most people because of their intimacy. A friend who accompanies
him on an overnight trip will have to deal with helping him use
the toilet and take a bath. A co-worker who wants to show him a
better way to do his job will have to account for his limited com-
munication and learning skills. A guardian will have to continu-
ously maintain balance between imposing choices on John and
seeking and respecting his preferences. None of these kinds of
assistance lie beyond most people's competence, and many people
who willingly provide them day they are "no big deal.* But they
lie far enough outside the typical ways that people exchange help
to create a barrier. Marie may experience this barrier as a sense
that it's too much to ask others to accommodate John's needs.
Another person, who might be willing to assist if asked, may be
inhibited by discomfort, by a fear of intruding, and by deference
to the assumed superiority of those professionals who deal with
needs that appear unusual.

It seems reasonable to believe that John could rely on people
and associations who know him as a member for many opportuni-
ties and for a wide range of kinds of assistance. However, unless
people make a conscious and sustained effort to create new ways
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to organize the expression of their care for one another, the
conclusion of Peter Willmott's (1986) review of the literature on
available natural support probably holds. He writes, 'families
with children or other members [with severe disabilities] may not
be socially isolated, but they are likely to lack informal support of
a sustained kind from outside the household.' (p.79).

The chances that people outside his family will spontaneously
come forward to offer John a lifelong home with them are slim
enough to make it unfair to John and his family to build policy
on that (implicit) expectation. And it is uAjust to leave John no
option but to accept others' charity, no matter how generously
given, for such fundamentals as his home and a chance to work.

How do human service programs influence the social support John experiences?

If John moves from his parent's home into a professionally
directed, government funded group home, he becomes a service
client 24 hours of every day. His schedule, his movements, his
activities, and his contacts with other people come under the full
time scrutiny and control of an interdisciplinary team of human
service professionals and their para-professional agents.

What effects can this status have on other citizen's active
recognition of his membership in them? On the basis of a na-
tional survey of US community residences for people with mental
retardation, Bradley Hill and his associates (1984) report that
about 8 out of 10 residents have no regular social contact with
non-disabled people. In an evaluation of the effects of a national
policy aimed at improving community care for people with men-
tal retardation, Gerry Evans and Ann Murcott (1990) show that
almost half the people who use services in 4 different Welsh
communities have no close friends at all and less than 1 person
in 4 has any friend who is not also a client in the same service. In
a pointed reflection on his visit to a community group home,
McKnight (1989a) says,

"...if one would say to the average citizen, 'I want you to
take five men and buy a house in a neighborhood in a little
town where those five men can live for ten years. And then I
want you to be sure that they are unrelated in any signifi-
cant way to their neighbors, that they will have no friends,
and that they will be involved in none of the associational
or social life of the town.,' I think that almost every citizen
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would say that this is an impossible task.
Nonctheless...systems of ...community services have man-

aged to achieve what most citizens would believe impossible
-the isolation of labeled people from community lifi even
though they are embedded in a typical house in a friendly
neighborhood in an average town.12]

Some policy analysts see an obvious answer to the isolation and
cost created by most current services. Simply combine profession-
ally controlled services (which they often call formal support)
with informal or natural support. In this perspective, service
workers (often called case managers) make up packages of formal
and informal care which match individual needs. Their work will
succeed because of their presumed professional skill at assessing
and assisting natural supporters. Professionals will multiply the
resources available to John while reducing the cash price of his
assistance. They win do so by recruiting volunteer companions for
isolated people, and by setting up and advising self-help groups,
and by organizing the contribution of natural helpers (as profes-
sionals have called those people whom others seek out for advice
and assistance).

Three problems complicate implementation of this obvious
answer. First, something like the informal supports these ana-
lysts describe exist all right, but not necessarily in a form that
makes them easily identified or coordinated or delivered on
schedule in professionally defined doses. What professionals call
natural support relationships are necessarily =predictable.
Predictably this stimulates scholarly discussion of how to decide
when informal supporters behave inappropriately and what to do
about it (Coyne, Wortman, & Lehman, 1988).

Second, many citizens resist attempts to treat them as human
service extenders. Co-workers who voluntarily give aid and accep-
tance to a fellow employee with a disability balk at being seen as
part of the person's treatment team, especially when a case man-
ager the co-worker has never met captains the team. Some people
professionally identified as part of a person's natural support
system say that it is harder to be with a person they care about
when they are expected to adopt a professional perspective on
their friend.

Third, it is by no means certain that an adequate number of
people have time and energy to match the extent of need. As Alan
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Walker observes (1982), a government that expects a community
to care is guilty of cynicism if it fails to make substantial invest-
ments in developing and maintaining an adequate context for
caring. In economically developed places, this context includes
affordable housing, a fair income, efficient transportation for
people who don't have cars, access to decent health care, reason-
able child care options, and working conditions that make room
for the work of caring and civic participation without exhausting
workers. Many Americans live and support one another admira-
bly without these conditions in place. But any weaknesses in the
social context decrease the time and energy community members
have for John.

If no simple recipe easily blends formal and natural support,
does John have an alternative to relying solely on the support of
his family, or trusting in the spontaneous support of other com-
munity members, or becoming a full time client in isolation?
Beyond insuring a social context for mutual caring, can public
funds enable ways to combine the resources in John's family and
community to support him to live in dignity and safety as a
recognized member?

Some thoughtful critics give very long odds on a positive an-
swer to this question. Ivan Illich argues (1976) that increased
human ability to analyze life into technically defined problems
and hierarchically administered solutions inevitably yields ironic
results. With each new possibility for individual expression
comes an equal possibility for expanded domination. For ex-
ample, our desire for medical relief from pain binds us to engi-
neered solutions that erode our ability to care for one another in
times of suffering. Healing turns from counsel on living with
suffering and dying well to medical control of both the person
and a rising share of common wealth in the name of cure. As
physicians encounter maladies for which they have no engi-
neered solution, they push for even greater professional control
with the result that people's capacity to atre and suffer declines
even more. This bind generates specifically counterproductive
outcomes: more investment in technical solutions creates less
health and more impersonal domination of human life.

Extending Mich's analysis to the situation of people with
developmental disabilities, John McKnight (1989a, 1989b) identi-
fies a trade off between service and community. The more invest-
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ment in services, the less community capacity can exist. From
this perspective, human service workers steal people with dis-
abilities away from community, and with them the community's
capacity for care. Services enrich their workers at the expense of
cash income for the people they serve. Service worker's activities
systematically dominate and erode ordinary people's capacity to
care. Community capacity will flourish when professional domi-
nance is brinken and the cash invested directly in services is
redistributed to the people who are now clients.

McKnight links his vision of community members with un-
tapped capacity for care to his exposure of professional services as
the corrosive agent responsible for isolating disabled people and
weakening their fellow citizen's ability to care. His orpiment
deserves questioning. Addiction to inflating assets by manipulat-
ing financial instruments rather than by making useful things
may be at least as erosive of community as social work is. Elected
representatives may not be so easily bamboozled by professional
rhetoric as McKnight implies: they may vote appropriations for
professional services because they want to exclude and control
people whose common membership they deny. And those people
who reject disabled people as neighbors and co-workers and
schoolmates may not just be victims of professional manipulafion
or ineptitude. Some of them may indeed fear and blindly despise
people they experience as other. But beyond thoughtful debate,
McKnight's argument merits testing in action. Can John estab-
lish membership in the networks and associations available to his
non-disabled brother and sister? How can public resources be re-
directed in ways that build community settings which include
and support John?

A Fertile Dilemma

So John and those who want to help him face a dilemma. Well
intentioned efforts to service him are likely to destroy his chances
of shared membership and weaken the fabric of ordinary relation-
ships necessary to support every member of his community. But
up to now the spontaneous responses ofJohn's community have
left him isolated within his family and quite unlikely to find a
home and a chance for meaningful activity without organized and
(probably) paid for assistance.

This dilemma points to fertile, but stony, ground for people who
want to create new social forms. Those people who are potential
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resources to John need organized ways to recognize his member-
ship with them. They are poorer without him. And John needs
reliable assistance that supports his belonging. He is vulnerable
without it. How can people committed to recognizing his mem-
bership weave a more subtle web with John and his fellow citi-
zens?

A small but growing number of innovators accept this di-
lemma. Sobered by the possibility that their well intentioned
efforts might undermine the community of their desires, and
uncertain of who will come forward to recognize and provide
daily assistance to people whose membership is in doubt, they
work to build new relationships and better forms of assistance.
An account of the early news from along several of their paths
forms the rest of this paper.

Building community by expanding membership

910325

Three emerging social forms, invented specifically to establish
recognition of disabled people as community members, share a
common vision and common basic assumptions. Their practitio-
ners work to build communities in which disability does not
threaten membership, communities in which disabled people
have real opportunities and obligations to discover and contrib-
ute their personal gifts. Their practitioners believe:

Many if not most people with severe disabilities are vulner-
able to exclusion and isolation unless someone makes a fo-
cused effort to establish and support their membership

Because of the oppression of prejudice and isolation, many
severely disabled people and their families face substantial
barriers to making connections on their own behalf

if Many people who are already members of community net-
works and associations will include people with severe dis-
abilities in their lives and activities given an opportunity to do
SO

Once people who have been separated by apparent disability
recognize their common membership, many form mutually
satisfying relationships despite apparent differences in ability,
appearance, and lifestyle

le The social fact of exclusion on the basis of disability, routinely
expressed in patterns of everyday life and reinforced by most
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social policies and service practices, makes it a political act to
pursue relationships that contradict exclusion

The work of expanding community membership is different
from almost every existing form of service to people with dis-
abilities and needs to proceed independent of usual systems

Increasing community inclusiveness benefits all people, not
just people with disabilities.

These beliefs lead to conscious efforts to redefine the boundaries
of shared membership by learning new ways of assisting disabled
people to take their place in community.

Each of these three social inventions takes a different path.
One builds up community by assisting people to develop personal
relationships. Another expands connections to community asso-
ciations. The third helps people to create circles of support for the
expression and pursuit of their dreams.

While each path is distinct, those who successfully practice
each form of community building share fundamental approaches
to bridging the social distance created by exclusion. They find
concrete ways to help people feel their membership in each other
by assisting them to identify and act on common interests, to see
one another's individuality, and to break the social rules that
exclude disabled people (Bogdan & Taylor, 1989; Piliavin & Charng,
1990). They encourage shared activities that will help people
become more comfortable with obvious differences (such as staff
assigning pointless or infantile tasks as therapy or a person's
unusual ways to communicate), deal constructively with practi-
cal consequences of disability (such as staff restricting a person
from having visitors or a person's use of a wheelchair), and dis-
cover mutual satisfactions (such as shared delight in a good meal
or pleasure in learning something new). And the paths cross one
another. Common membership in a community association can
lead to friendship. Members of a support circle may sponsor one
another's membership in new associations. A strong and respon-
sible personal relationship may form the nucleus of a support
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1 Citizen Advocacy

Michael moved from an institution to a group home and then to a "semi-independent
living program,* which he quit after meeting and marrying Heather, another person
served by a service program. When Michael inherited some money, he agreed to let a
local mental retardation agency manage it for him. Rather than protect and invest
Michael's inheritance, agency staff spent his funds on everyday expenses in order to
impoverish Michael and Heather so they would again qualify for federal income sup-
port.
AJ, who works as a citizen advocacy coordinator, agreed with Michael and Heather

that he would find someone who would advocate to improve their financial situation.
AJ approached Dennis, a prominent local accountant, and invited him to assist
Michael.

Dennis voluntarily accepted responsibility to understand and represent Michael's
interests as though they were his own. This commitment brought him into an extended
conflict when he decided that the agency had irresponsibly mismanaged Michael's
funds and should compensate Michael for their poor performance. Ultimately, Michael
and Dennis were unsuccessful in recovering any of the mismanaged money. But Dennis
did assist Michael to gain control of his remaining money, settle outstanding bills,
acijust his lifestyle to live within his diminished income, and reinstate his benefits. He
helped Michael find a stronger voice for himself by talking over Michael's options with
him and supporting his considered choices. And, when Michael said he didn't want any
more of Dennis's help, Dennis withdrew with an understanding that Michael could call
on him again for help if he needed it. (Hildebrand, 1991)

Bridget and Harmony are mother and daughter. Two years ago, Harmony received
homebound instruction because of her cerebral palsy and multiple hospitalizations for
treatment of other neurological problems. Bridget's plans to start a support group for
parents of disabled children failed because holding things together for Harmony took
all of her available energy. In the process of trying to set up the support group, she met
the two citizen advocacy coordinators, who agreed to recruit a citizen advocate for
Harmony.
Colleen, who lives nearby, met Bridget and Harmony at the citizen advocacy co-

ordinators' invitation. Colleen spends time with Harmony and enjoys Harmony's com-
pany. This not only gives Bridget regular time for other activities, it confirms Bridget's
sense of her daughter as a person with important gifts to contribute.
As Colleen came to know and care for Harmony she became aware that Harmony had

much to offer other people and decided that Harmony could learn, grow, and contribute
in a regular school class. She encouraged and supported Bridget to challenge the pro-
fessional recommendation that Harmony attend a segregated school in a rehabilitation
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facility 45 minutes away. Together they persuaded the neighborhood school to accept
and provide the necessary support to include Harmony in a regular class, where she
and her classmates now do well together (Hildebrand, 1991).
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Though they live in the same town and might have passed one
another on the street, Michael and Dennis live in different
worlds. Though they live close to one another and have children
of similar ages, Bridget was so busy taking care of Harmony that
she probably would not have had time to meet Colleen. And even
if the two women did meet, Bridget might well have felt uncom-
fortable asking Colleen to regularly take Harmony home with
her.

Citizen advocacy coordinators assist those who are unlikely to
meet because of the social exclusion of disabled people. They
perform effective introductions and offer continued support to
personal relationships. They assist freely given relationships:
Michael and Harmony are not clients of the citizen advocacy
office; Dennis and Colleen are not volunteers to the citizen advo-
cacy office. The citizen advocacy office, which must be indepen-
dent of the service system, respects and supports the indepen-
dence of the peoplc in citizen advocacy relationships. A citizen
advocacy coordinator focuses single-mindedly on building com-
munity by strengthening the bonds of membership between
excluded people and ordinary citizens. Their ideal is a community
in which more people recognize and act to promote another's
human rights, concerns, and interests as if they were their own.
Citizen advocacy coordinators want increasing numbers of people
to live out one citizen advocate's words, '7 look at him like he was
me. I put myself in his shoes, and then I help him out hoz.: mer I
can."

At their best, citizen advocacy relationships form a new kind of
social sp:Ace, a space in which people relievc one another of stereo-
types, broaden one another's range of life experiences, and deepen
one another's appreciation of what it means to belong. Dennis
grew to respect Michael's independence and strength as he
learned firsthand of the barriers put in Michael's way by an
irresponsible, over controlling agency. Michael grew to respect
and trust Dennis because Dennis listened to him first and then
offered him practical help based on what Michael said. Colleen
and Bridget have come to share a love and concern for Harmony
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that led them to action which has opened their neighborhood
school to children with severe disabilities. Both Dennis and
Colleen describe mutual relationships in which they gain (often
in unexpected ways) as well as give. Many of the satisfactions of
citizen advocacy relationships come from the small pleasures of
being together, and getting to know another person, and discov-
ering ways that someone whose life experiences have been very
different shares similar feelings and concerns.

People choose a variety of ways to live out citizen advocacy
relationships. Sometimes they simply spend time together, some-
times they seek a better response from service agencies, and
sometimes they find ways to get what people need outside the
service system. Michael and Dennis began their relationship
around practical financial problems. They developed a friendly
working relationship which expanded as Dennis helped Michael
to make better money decisions and to represent his wishes to
the operators of the sheltered workshop he attends. Once
Michael had the degree of independence he wanted, he stopped
regular contact with Dennis. Bridget and Harmony began their
relationship with Colleen around Harmony's desire to do things
with other people away from home and Bridget's need for some
time to herself. From this beginning, they decided to confront
their school system's decisions about Harmony. After their suc-
cess, they continue to support one another day to day.

Like anyone who has an ally, disabled people in citizen advo-
cacy relationships have added strength in dealing with threats
and pursuing their interests. And citizen advocates often expand
their partner's social network by including the disabled person in
their own network of friends and associations. But having an
ally, even a strong and loyal ally who shares many resources,
doesn't guarantee that situations will come out right. Because of
his relationship with Dennis, Michael has more control of his
finances, but he has fewer resources because the agency that
impoverished him evaded its responsibility to him. Dennis af-
firms Michaers desire for independence, even though that leads
Michael to say no to his offers of further contact and help. The
rewards of citizen advocacy relationships come more from a
sense of doing the right thing together than from the assurance
of good results. One person with a disability summarizes a long
effort she and her partner have made to get her a suitable cora-
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munication device, We haven't won yet. They're tough, but we're
still trying to educate them. They keep beating us, but we hang in
there.'

Andy Baxter (1991) studied the ways effective citizen advocacy
coordinators do and think about their work. Beginning from a
citizen advocacy coordinator's maxim, WI we have to work with is
questions,' he highlights the importance of a well focused ques-
tion to guide the process of introducing people. A good question
summarizes what the coordinator knows of the disabled person
on whose behalf the coordinator seeks a partner. Powerful ques-
tions exactly focus the person's situation in terms clear enough
that another citizen can respond with an active yes or a definite
no. Much of the citizen advocacy coordinator's art grows from the
ability to clearly &woe and fearlessly pose such questions. Citi-
zen advocacy coordinators have no recipe and no magic to guaran-
tee a good question, but the search for better questions is at the
heart of their work. Well focused questions take shape from
intuitions which arise out of careful listening and disciplined
thinking.

Sandy is a young woman who has lived briefly in several group homes, but has al-
ways been asked to leave after a short time and returned to her parents home. These
experiences have left her feeling rejected. She does not work, refuses to attend a day
time program, and acts in ways her parents see as irresponsible. Though she says she
would like to leave her parents home and live more on her own, she has not been able
to do so. Sandy says she would like a citizen advocate to be her friend and help her
make it.
Elizabeth, the citizen advocacy coordinator, first considered following this question in

her search for a partner for Sandy, '7 am looking for a young woman, who lives nearby
and has successfully left home. I will ask this person to be a guide and mentor for Sandy
as she pursues her independence.' But this way of framing the question didn't seem
quite right With more thought, Elizabeth saw that Sandy's life had been filled with
people =successfully giving guidance and advice and that her response to them was
closely followed by their rejection of her. So the citizen advocacy coordinator's question
shifted: '7 am asking you to try to build a relationship with Sandy, in the hope that the
two of you will come to like each other very much, and in the hope that yours will be-
come a lasting, close friendship. Out of your friendship, gentle guidance can emerge,
and you may not even realize that you are guiding your Mend. Can you picture yourself
as a person who can make a long, close, and faithful commitment to another person?'
Based on this question, Elizabeth found Sandy a partner. [22] (Baxter, 1991)
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Of course it will be up to Sandy and her partner to decide how
their relationship goes. People give their relationships direction,
shape, and texture as they respond to one another and to outside
events over time. But the way citizen advocacy coordinators go
about introducing people and supporting relationships makes an
important difference to the quality of most relationships.

By introducing people one to another, citizen advocacy pro-
grams remind people of their shared membership in one another.
By supporting relationships as they evolve, citizen advocacy
programs strengthen people's ability to act responsibly toward
one another.

Connecting People to Community Associations

Since her mother's death, Betty, who is in her 60's, had almost no contact with anyone
outside the group home she lives in.
Then Betty met Kathy, who works on a community building project sponsored by the

local neighborhood organization. From spending time with Betty, Kathy learned that
Betty wanted to go to church, something she had enjoyed with her mother but lacked
the opporttmity to do.
Kathy asked Mary, a leader in the neighborhood association and a long time member

of the Church of the Advent, to sponsor Betty's church membership. This means taking
Betty to church every Sunday, sitting with her, and making sure she has opportunities
to participate in the life of the congregation after formal services. Sometimes Mary, or
someone else who knows Betty well, needs to "translate for those church members who
have difficulty understanding Betty.
Before the first Sunday, Mary was unsure that she would know what to do to assist

Betty and uncertain whether she could spare the time to help Betty get to church. But
her feelings changed, 'Once I met Betty, there was no way I could not take her to church.
Betty's a neat person... she is enthusiastic and has a sense of humor. You don't have to
put on any pretensions amund her.* Di
Betty participates actively in services and particularly enjoys exchanging the greeting

of peace with the rector and other members of the congregation. During the bishop's
visitation, he processed through the church, blessing the people in each pew. When he
blessed Mary and her family, Betty enthusiastically waved back to him. After the
service, the bishop took time to meet Betty and spend a moment with her.
Betty saves each week's church bulletin. The bulletins are one small sign of her mem-

bership. They signify the only place where Betty belongs and is not one of a group of
elderly, severely retarded clients. (LeWare, 1989)
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As part of her job, Sharon developed community living arrangements in a small town
for 8 people who had previously lived in nursing homes. As time went by, the pride she
shared in their new homes turned into concern for their isolation. Her concern became
confusion as she recognized that neither she nor her staff knew much about the life of
the town and how to help outsiders become part of it.
Sharon enlisted Francis to act as ebridge builder.* Francis is a long-time leader of

local associations from the town's marching band to a food pantry for the town's many
unemployed industrial workers, She asked him, as an expert in community life, to
introduce previously excluded people to community associations that will benefit from
their contribution.
Francis introduced Arthur, a man who spent over 50 years in institutions, to member-

ship in the core group of volunteers who operate the coxnmunity food pantry. For more
than 2 years, Arthur has greeted people as they arrive and handed them the numbers
that tell them when it's their turn to be served. Though it can take Arthur a long time
to complete a statement, his co-workers and a number of the people who come to the
pantry say they enjoy talking to him.
Arthur's strong desire to help others forms the foundation of his membership. Because

of their common desire, the other volunteers have overcome problems that some profes-
sionals identify as significant barriers to Arthur's community involvement. The other
members of the core group have dealt with Arthur's inability to keep the number tags
straight by teaching him to recognize more numbers and by helping him arrange the
tags in order on a stick. The group's leader deals firmly with the few customers who
occasionally complain about Arthur's presence. Rather than trying to correct him, the
people at the food pantry have redefined his "institutional behavior" of securing posses-
sions such as his Food Pantry name tag by wrapping them in multiple layers of
handkerchiefs, old socks, and bags. His colleagues consider this habit Arthur's way of
showing how much he prizes his name tag and how proud he is to belong with them.
(Gratz, 1988).
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Kathy and Sharon assisted Betty and Arthur to new roles in
their community because they know their community differently
than the residential and day staff who serve Betty and Arthur do.
The staff see community as the location of their jobs, as the ad-
dress of the buildings in which they provide residential and day
activity services. For the staff, community includes places that
staff might take Betty and Arthur if sufficient staff hours remain
after providing state required treatments, and if the van is avail-
able, and if they are certain that Betty and Arthur have the skills
to handle the requirements of the setting. Kathy and Sharon see
community as a medium in which people join together to grow
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diverse associations. They are inspired by the late 20th century
possibilities raised by Alexis de Tocqueville's (1990) observation
on the distinctive character of early 19th century America.

Americans of all ages, all conditions, and all dispositions
constantly form associations. They have not only commer-
cial and manufacturing companies, ... but associations of a
thousand other kinds, rel4ious, moral, serious, Mile,
general or restricted, enormous or diminutive. Not 2, p. 1061

So Kathy and Sharon see the congregation of the Church of the
Advent and the core group of the community food pantry. And
they see Mary and Francis as able to weloome Betty and Arthur
as members because Mary and Francis are already active mem-
bers with a great potential to extend hospitality.

Arising along with their distinct perspective on community,
Kathy and Sharon know Betty and Arthur in a different wpy
than residential and day services staff do. Both Betty and Arthur
are older and have numerous apparent disabilities. Because they
have had limited success in remediation activities, staff see Betty
and Arthur in wrms of their deficits. Staff interpret Betty's and
Arthur's disabilities as generalized limitations on the possibility
that local people can accept them, except as full time service
clierits. Kathy and Sharon search for the personal interests and
capacities that will connect Betty and Arthur to the associational
life of their communities. John McKnight (1987) expresses the
foundation for their confidence that Betty and Arthur belong,
"...community structures tend to proliferate until they create a
place for everyone, no matter how fallible." [p. 3)

For Kathy and Sharon, Betty and Arthur are not the problem.
For them, the problem is Betty's and Arthur's disconnection from
local associations. Kathy discovered the extent of this disconnec-
tion as she explored her neighborhood's associational life by
interviewing over 1 of its leaders. Among these, the most
active people in the neighborhood, only a few reported any con-
tact at all with a severely disabled person, and none knew some-
one with a disability personally (O'Connell, 1990). These people,
and the associations they lead, represent an untapped resource
for people with severe disabilities. And people with severe dis-
abilities can contribute new energy, new abilities, and new
meaning to the associations that enliven the annmunities they
live in. Kathy and Sharon choose to organize their work around
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discovering which of the many forms of local associational life
suits Betty and Arthur and assisting them to join. They work
through trust and time.

To discover opportunities, Kathy and Sharon identify commu-
nity leaders, like Mary and Francis, and enlist their interest by
appealing to the common value people place on hospitality. Thus,
on behalf of outsiders, they gain an insider's knowledge of and
access to a community's people and their associations. Francis
sums up the art of involving people like this, 'To get people in-
volved, you first have to let them know that they have something
valuable to offer. Than you ask them. Period.'1Gretz, 1991) Kathy
and Sharon spend enough time with Betty and Arthur to appreci-
ate them as individuals and to learn something of their gifts.
Sometimes a person's interests are obvious. Arthur frequently
says he wants to help people who are down on their luck. In this
desire, Sharon can see a link between Arthur and Francis.
Watching Betty pantomime kneeling and praying in church when
asked what she likes to do leads Kathy to remember Mary's
active role in her congregation. Sometimes, gifts are hidden and
can only be discovered by people willing to thoughtfully share
new experiences with a person.

To assist them to join an association that matches their inter-
ests, Kathy and Sharon encourage the association's members to
reach out and include Betty and Arthur. Kathy and Sharon don't
pose as disability inclusion experts, ready to solve every problem.
They trust people's ability to find solutions for themselves once
they recogthze someone as a member. An association's capacity to
create a place is especially strong when a well established mem-
ber acts as the newcomer's sponsor, as Mary does for Betty and
Francis does for Arthur. This trust in association members
doesn't come easy. Sharon says,

wafter Arthur had been at the pantry several months,
Francis called me to say... that Arthur wasn't making it to
the bathroom on time and was wetting himself. My reaction
was one of horror and fear; fear that they were going to
suggest he not come any more. Sure that I z-as going to beat
Francis to the punch, I suggested perhaps someone else
[from the residential program] could take Arthur's place.
Francis was shocked. 'Absolutely notr he 7eplied. Arthur

belonged with them. They just wanted to solve the problem.
(Graz, 1991)
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Kathy and Sharon recognize that membership in a community
association can bring new parts of a person to life. Arthur grows
as his desire to help others finds an outlet that offers him re-
sponsibilities, challenges, and rewards. And they know that
including someone previously outside the circle of membership
can renew an association. Some members of Betty's congregation
feel that her spontaneous responses like hugging the people she
knows best when it is time for the greeting of peace bring their
rituals back to their roots.

Bringing excluded people into membership satisfies and ener-
gizes their hosts, but not everyone extends a welcome. Mary
O'Connell (1990) identifies four difficulties, rooted in people's
lack of experience, that limit association member's readiness to
include people with disabilities.

X Some people feel too busy to make time for a person who could
require some extra assistance. Most active citizens balance
work, family obligations, personal interests, and association
duties and they may see including a person with a severe
disability as a time consuming activit

X People with severe disabilities raise some people's uncertain-
ties about their competence to respond properly,the extent and
limits of their responsibility, and their ability to deal with
other's reactions to someone they assume is different. They
don't see a disabled person as a potential contributoi !nit as a
kind of a project.

X Some association leaders think of involving people with severe
disabilities as a kind of extra activity which competes with the
group's mission and perhaps exposes the association to new
liabilities.

X Some people plainly reject others with severe disabilities. And
service providers often aggravate citizen concerns when they
make it clear that they believe that "special* activities are
better and that they ultimately control their clients' time.

New memberships significantly expand Betty's and Arthur's
social worlds, but both people still spend most of their time as
clients of human services because by nature the associations that
welcome them don't offer more than part time involvement to
any of their members. Their fellow members welcome them and
accommodate their individual differences in the context of the
church or the food pantry, and their membership may spill over
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into new acquaintances as growing numbers of people talk with
Betty in the coffee hour after church or greet Arthur on the
street. However, current service arrangements make their mem-
berships fragile. The professional team that controls Betty's life
could decide that she should move to a group home in another
neighborhood. Direct service staff could discourage Arthur from
spending time at the food pantry because it is too much bother for
them to help him get ready. No doubt Mary and Francis would
fight for Betty and Arthur's continuing membership, but the
service programs retain power as long as Betty and Arthur re-
main tied to them by the lack of alternative sources of personal
assistance. For now, Betty and Arthur's freedom of association
depends on the value their service providers decide to place on
their membership.

Kathy works in an inner city Chicago neighborhood. Sharon
works in a small town hard hit by recession. Some people might
doubt that either locality would have vital associations willing to
welcome outsiders with severe disabilities. But, though troubled,
both communities remain alive because some citizens invest their
energy in building and sustaining associations. To find the asso-
ciations that match the individual interests of people with severe
disabilities requires that someone carefully follow leads from one
person to the next in order to identify opportunities and sponsors.
Both communities have associational leaders like Mary and
Francis who will recognize and welcome the contribution of
people with severe disabilities. To enlist them requires that
someone earn their trust through an honest appeal to their sense
of hospitality and a continuing willingness help with problem
solving.

Kathy and Sharon confirm the importance of associations in
community life by working to increase the diversity of people that
association members recognize as belonging among their number.
By so doing they strengthen their communities as they open new
opportunities for people with severe disabilities.
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Circles of Support

At 17, Kevin attended a segregated, hospital-based school for people with multiple
handicaps. Because his teachers believed that he could not benefit from academic
instruction, Kevin's educational program included physical therapy, music therapy,
group therapy, and basic skills like shape and color identification, sorting, and collat-
ing. Because students in his class were collected from a large area, and because he
went to school a long way from home, Kevin made few after school friendships. Despite
his energy, his sense of humor, and his interests in sports, computers, and socializing,
Kevin was isolated. Most of his contact was with his brother Jason, his mother, Linda,
and his father, Carl.
Linda's concern for her son's future led her family into participation in a project aimed

at developing circles of support. With the help of facilitators employed by the project,
Linda invited two close Mends and their teenagers and Tracy, a senior at the local high
school who knew Kevin from summer camp, to meet in her home with her family. As
the circle shared their appreciation of Kevin's capacities and ideas about his future,
Jason challenged the circle to work for Kevin's inclusion in the local high school.
Kevin enthusiastically agreed, and the circle began several months of planning, prob-

lem solving, and advocacy with the school system. Some adult resource people joined
the circle to help negotiate system problems. Some more students joined to help Kevin
develop a schedule of classes and activities that matched his interests.
At 19, Kevin is a high school senior who particularly enjoys computer lab, art, history,

and social science classes (where he completed a project on "Cerebral Palsy and the
Brain"). In addition to attending school sports events, and social activities like the
Prom, Kevin belongs to the Peer Leadership Club and the Future Business Leaders of
America. His ability with the computer his circle helped him get has led him to join the
local MacUsers group and his interest in graphic arts brought him membership in a
local association of artists.
Kevin's circle continues to help him focus and work toward his vision of life after

graduation. (Meadows, 1991)
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Six years after graduating from college, Cathy was working part time as a writer and
editor, and living with her mother, who provided most of the personal assistance she
needed. Cathy says,''an incredible sort of numb despair settled over my life' as she
grappled with the barriers that surrounded her. She was unable to find a new living
arrangement offering her the amount of attendant service she needs and couldn't break
out of the benefits trap that keeps her from earning a fair wage. She stopped thinking
about her future: 7 would continue to live with my mother, working where and when I
could, and when she could no longer get me up and dressed and out of bed, I would go
and live in a nursing home. I didn't like it, but I could see no other way.' [1988, p.6]
Then Cathy saw a way to live 'free and safe.' In a workshop sponsored by a project

exploring circles of support, she learned about cooperative housing associations and an
approach to consumer controlled attendant services that could provide the assistance
she needs to deal with her serious and continual breathing problems. She also got help
in organizing her mother and 7 of her friends into a support circle.
Cathy's circle offers her encouragement, creative ideas, contacts, companionship, and

practical help as she pursues her dream of a housing co-op. As she has worked over the
past 3 years to make her dream real, the circle has grown to include a property devel-
oper and an expert on cooperatives. She and her circle have joined other activists to
analyze and lobby for change in the policies that block decent housing and effective
attendant services.
As she has pursued her big dream, Cathy has learned to realize smaller ones. With

the support of her circle she has become more confident in hiring her own personal care
assistants and more willing to travel and pursue new experiences. (Ludlum, 1991; 1988).

Kevin and Cathy and their circles of support demonstrate the
possibilities of conscious interdependence. Before their circles
formed, both lived as valued members of their families and both
were service clients. However, without their circles, neither had
the support bp bring a vision of a desirable personal future into
clear focus and neither had the social resources to work toward
significant change in the way human services treat them.

Circles of support organize around dreams that have gone
unheard, even by the person at the center of the circle. These
dreams direct action because they communicate a person's unique
capacities and gifts and thus define the sort of opporttmities
necessary for personal and community growth (Snow, 1991). Such
organizing dreams take shape and gather force when people show
their appreciation for another's gifts by listening carefully, af-
firming the dream by taking some action, waiting for the person's
dream to clarify and deepen in response to affirmation, and chal-
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lenging the person and other members of the circle to be faithful
to the dream (Pealpoint, 1990). The dreams that focus circles are
not arcane. Cathy's dream of a congenial housing cooperative
doesn't require interpretation by a qualified analyst. It straight-
forwardly calls for her and members of her circle to do some hard
work. Dreams are not blueprints. Kevin's dream of using his
interest in computer graphics to make a living points a direction
that will grow more clear as he tries things and discovers what
works for him.

People with very little ability to communicate, people with
limited experience, and people who have been oppressed into
internal silence rely on others to begin to articulate a dream for
them. Kevin's brother, Jason, challenges his family and friends
with a vision of Kevin joining him at school. Kevin's enthusiasm
and the energy this dream generates in the rest of the circle
confirms Jason's dream for Kevin. Dreaming for another is, of
course, dangerous: a vulnerable person could easily get trapped
in what someone else thinks should be good for them. Dreaming
for another must arise from a kind of love that includes recogni-
tion of the other person's separate identity. It is a dialogue of
action in which circle members take a step and then carefully
wait to see whether the person they are concerned for responds
with a next step that confirms or redirects them.

Typical human service practice doesn't respond to people's
dreams and support their capacities. It takes shape around
professional accounts of people's deficiencies and policies de-
signed to ration public funds. Kevin was excluded from oppor-
tunities to make friends and learn history by receiving the mea-
sure of service professionally judged to match his level of disabil-
ity. Cathy couldn't set up her own home because service system
policies deny her the number of hours of attendant services she
requires. Kevin and Cathy were not excluded by accident or
professional incompetence but by design and by professionals
doing their jobs according to accepted practice. A circle that
shrinks from confronting the injustice taken for granted in the
lives of people with severe disabilities will quickly lose energy
and direction. Action to follow Kevin and Cathy's dreams in-
cludes renegotiating the terms on which they get the assistance
they need and redesigning policies that disadvantage them.
Kevin's circle found a way around his school district's special
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education practice which allows him to be in school and to com-
bine the extra help he needs in some areas with opportunities to
enjoy the resources of regular teachers, students, and school
activities. Cathy's circle searches for ways to provide her home
through action outside disability services and the assistance she
needs through changed policies. Changes for Kevin and Cathy set
new precedents and help make policy changes that other people
with severe disabilities can benefit from.

Circles of support are explicitly constructed with the specific
intention of assisting the person at their center. Circle members
gather regularly for meetings. Facilitators play an important role
in helping a person organize a circle, guiding circle members in
discovering the focus person's dream and making personal com-
mitments to take action to help the focus person realize the
dream, and supporting the continuous process of problem solving
that structures the circle's work. Experienced facilitators have
written guidelines and advice and developed facilitator training
programs (Beeman, Ducharme, & Mount, 1989; Snow, 1989).

Invited people from Kevin's and Cathy's social networks com-
mit themselves to form the support circles. Some people with
limited contacts or ability to communicate rely on a close ally to
extend the invitation, and many of the most powerful circles form
around a strong one-to-one relationship (Snow, 1999). With the
guidance of facilitators, Linda invited some of her friends and one
of Kevin's contacts to join her family to clarify their collective
sense of Kevin's future. Others make their own invitations. With
the guidance of facilitators, Cathy invited her friends and her
mother to join her in figuring out how to make her vision of a
better life.

As the circle's work proceeds, its size and composition often
changes. Members reach out through their own social networks to
include others with needed talents. Some people leave the circle
as the time for their contribution passes or their available energy
decreases. When a circle forms around a child, facilitators often
support the development of two somewhat interloe xl circles: one
circle of young people, usually focused on the school and social life
of the child, and another circle focused on the parents (Snow &

Forest, 19 )

Some circles develop a shifting focus: the person for whom the
circle convened sometimes moves out of 'he center of the circle's
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concern and another circle member's needs take precedence for a
time. Cathy particularly enjoys the fact that others can benefit
from the focused energy of the circle she has organized.

Circles are contagious. Once some people have experienced
their power they want to share it One of the members of Cathy's
circle formed a circle for herself; and several other people in-
volved in circles formed by the project that supports Kevin and
Cathy have learned to facilitate circles for other people.

Reflecting on her experience with support circles, Beth Mount
(1991) identifies some conditions associated with significant
change. These conditions describe a support circle with a good
chance of making a positive difference in the quality of a person's
life.

The focus person wants a change and agrees to work with a
circle of support, support circles can't be forced on people

O All of the circle members, including the focus person, attend
to the person's capacities and gifts and search for opportuni-
ties rather than dwelling on disabilities, deficiencies, and
barriers.

CI Circle members have chances to find out about new possibili-
ties and new ways to organize the assistance the focus person
needs

CI The circle shares a clear vision of a different life for the focus
person, and the vision vividly defines the kind of opportunities
the focus person needs to share unique gifts and pursue
individual interests

CI At least one circle member has a strong commitment to act
vigorously on the focus person's behalf. 6) At least one circle
member has a broad network of contacts in the focus person's
local community and the skill and desire to help the focus
person build ties to other people

A skilled facilitator is available to the support circle

O Some support circle members are active in organizations and
coalitions aimed at changing unjust or ineffective policies

CI Some circle members develop influence with the people who
make policy and administer human service programs that
affect the quality of the focus person's life
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C3 At least one human service program the focus person relies on
has an explicit commitment to continuous improvement in its
ability to support people's full participation in community life.

The stringency of these conditions is a measure of the distance
between everyday life for people with severe disabilities and
simple dreams like having friends, a job, and a home of one's own.

Circles of support offer people a structure for discovering and
celebrating their membership in one another. By working to-
gether with someone who would be unable to realize an impor-
tant dream without their support, circle members remember the
human interdependencies which form the foundation of civic life.

How human services could help

Working outside the human service system, and frequently
against opposititm from service professionals, some citizens ac-
complish a great deal for the people they know and care for.
Many parents have raised their severely disabled children as full
participants in family and community life with little or no help
from service programs (Schaefer, 1982). Citizen advocates have
taken institutionalized children into their homes without profes-
sional sanction or support and helped families adapt or even
build homes that allow them to better look after a severely dis-
abled member (Bogdan, 1987). Circles of fellow students welcome,
support, and protect severely disabled classmates in schools
across North America (Perske, 1988).

However, it is unjust to expect that opportunities for people
with severe disabilities should depend on heroic efforts to outwit
segregating policies and work around misdirected professional
practice. Human service programs can't substitute for freely
given relationships; indeed, service programs destroy people's
membership in community when they try to replace ordinary
activities and relationships. But human services don't have to be
the major obstacle to people's pursuit of their dreams.

Simple changes in common practice would create more room for
relationships and memberships to form and grow. Service staff
could reduce barriers...

...if they stopped acting as if they owned the people they serve
and could arbitrarily terminate their contacts or disrupt thir
memberships
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... if they modified schedules and tasks to accommodate people's
relationships and memberships

... if they recognized and encouraged activities and contacts
outside their programs

...if they looked for the flexibility to assist with some of the ideas
and plans that emerge from new relationships and new mem-
berships

These changes in attitude and practice would help some, but
the work of community builders suggests important policy
changes that add up to a system better able to assist people
without destroying their sense of community membership.

Members of 12 different suppor t circles in Connecticut devel-
oped thoughtful analyses of the human service policies that block
opportunities for personal and family development, for good
schooling, for employment, and for secure homes. They discussed
the problems they identify and their proposed solutions in a
series nf policy forums that included political and administrative
decision makers. Policy makers and administrators who want to
be of genuine assistance, would follow these six directions:

/ Increase t he amount of personal assistance (attendant and
family support) services available to people based on indi-
vidual need by reallocating all funds that now support various
forms of congregate long term care. Make personal assistance
services more flexible by putting them under the direct control
of the person who uses them, or, if the person is a child, under
control of the child's family. Demedicalize personal assistance
services.

/ Insure that people with severe disabilities have an adequate
cash income and adequate health insurance. Eliminate ben-
efits traps that prevent people who want to work from doing
so. Eliminate stigmatizing practices.

/ Support individual or cooperative home ownership for adults
with severe disabilities. Break programmatic links that tie
people who need a particular type or amount of support to an
agency owned building.

Offer a wide variety of supports for individual employment in
good jobs of people's choice.

if Insure that local schools fully include students with severe
disabilities.
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I Invest in safe and accessible transportation.

Within these policies, human service programs have a reason-
able chance to develop the competencies necessary to assist
people to pursue their own lives while maintaining community
membership (Ferguson, Ilibbard, Leinen, & Schaff, 1990).

Paradoxes of Community Building

The work of building communities in which people with severe
disabilities are recognized members requires a talent for finding
the truth in apparent contradictions. So far as community build-
ing has developed to date, paradox shapes the requirements of
the work, and no one who insists on simple, unambiguous
instructions can understand the work or do it well.

Each form of community building that we have described cel-
et rates freely given contributions, but the people who invite and
support these unpaid relationships are either paid to do so or
earn their living in a way that lets them devote substantial time
to this work. Overcoming the social forces that push and pull
people with severe disabilities out of community requires hard,
sustained work. It takes time to get to know people; it takes time
to listen for people's interests; it takes time to seek out new op-
portunities; it takes time to make introductions; it takes time to
give people the assistance they want with problem solving. Many
of the people who freely offer the gift et hospitality and bring
people into membership recognize an essential and usually con-
tinuing contribution from community building project staff (the
citizen advocacy coordinator, the person paid to link people to
associations, and the circle facilitator).

Community building staff frequently distance themselves from
human service program staff, but they are themselves paid for
their work with disabled people, most frequently out of grant
funds earmarked for human services. Though it is clear that the
work of community building can be destroyed when it is mixed up
with the work of typical human service programs, its proper
home and proper sources of funding are far from clear. Commu-
nity building staff identify themselves with communities and
their associations; but many community association leaders see
and respect them as workers for disabled people. Community
building staff speak eloquently of the benefits of inclusive com-
munity for all people, but many active citizens speak of them-
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selves as finding satisfaction in helping the disabled.

Each form of community building celebrates the wisdom and
ability of ordinary citizens, but many ordinary citizens have so
much difficulty recognizing their common membership with a
severely disabled person that they need someone they recognize
as an expert to ratify their competence. Many ordinary citizens
feel uncomfortable in the world of disability services and need
someone to tell them that their perceptions ofpeople and situa-
tions and their ideas for action make sense even if they disagree
with the psychologist; even if they don't understand the acro-
nyms; even if they can't cite pertinent case law. Many people who
have worked skillfully and faithfully to assist a person with a
disability to overcome serious problems talk appreciatively of
community building project sthrf as disability experts, however
uncomfortable that may make the staff.

Practitioners of each form of community building celebrate
actions that renue people from the human 5:Lemke system and
return them to the natural support of their community, but most
of the severely disabled people now involved in community build-
ing efforts still rely substantially on haman services, and many
are almost totally controlled by service practices despite the
commWded involvement of ordinary citizens. Despite bureau-
cratic dreams of smooth coordination between service providers
and advocates for individuals, the relationship between service
providers and the people they serve remains fundamentally
problematical. No system can be trusted to always know and
pursue the best interests of each person. Every system balances
support for individuals with the tasks of social control. Any
system can slip into tyranny and abuse. So community building
efforts won't succeed by ignoring basic conflicts of interest be-
tween severely disabled people and human service systems. But
if it is hard for people with severe disabilities to live with flawed
human service programs, it is harder for most to live without
them. Citizen advocates, fellow association members, and circle
members make a priceless contribufion to people's well being;
but very few of them have the social resources to sustain the
people they care about completely outside the human service
system. To act wisely, they need to recognize the inherent limits
of service programs but then to identify and then to insist on the
contributions that service programs can make to disabled
people's well being. Those who ignore or belittle politi Ection
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on an agenda like the one pursued by Connecticut's allied circle
members, greatly reduce the possibility that severely disabled
people will have the assistance they need to enjoy the opportuni-
ties that new memberships and new relationships open up to
them.

Many people consider spontaneity the ImIlmark of personal
relationships. Most everyone today would be uncomfortable with
the idea of outsiders manufacturing and managing personal
relationships, but community building efforts always involve
carefully planned introductions which are usually followed with
well organized efforts to resolve problems and pursue opportuni-
ties. It takes little more than a welcome to achieve a persons
presence in an activity or an association. Becoming a full and
valued participant takes conscious effort. Of course, work on a
friendship or on inducting someone into full membership happens
commonly, but this is usually the exclusive business of insiders.
A third party (like a citizen advocacy coordinator, or a person
whose job is helping associations to include people with disabili-
ties, or a circle facilitator) seldom influences or orchestrates
ordinary relationships and memberships. Some people reject any
suggestion of systematic work to make and expand a valued place
for someone who has been excluded because they feel that such
efforts would be contrived or artificial. Yet without such work,
many people with disAbilities fall back into isolation.

These paradoxes define some of the most important issues for
the future of explicit efforts to bring people from moral and social
exclusion to membership. People concerned to build conmiunities
need to keep learning how to deal constructively with...

Being paid supporters of voluntary efforts

CI Being seen by many community members as somehow part of
a system whose hold on people they, as community builders,
are committed to undo

CI Acting as disability experts whose message hi that most dis-
ability specific expertise has little relevance

CI Developing as many opportunities as possible outside the
jurisdiction of a system of human service programs that virtu-
ally all people with severe disabilities will continue to depend
upon

ID Offering necessary structures to invite people to spontaneously
develop positive relationships and satisfying associations.
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Conclusion

Clear recognition of shared membership offers people a place
in the web of friendships, exclange networks, and associations
that support life. But many community members leave out
people with severe disabilities when they count the people who
belong with them in their neighborhoods, schools, work places,
and cultural, political, and leisure activities. This unfortunate
exclusion decreases the human diversity that can energize civic
life, with obvious cost to people with severe disabilities and their
families.

Given the opportunity to meet people with severe disabilities
and share their lives and their dreams, many people overcome
the pressures that deny their membership. Social innovators
have created several ways to help people build positive relation-
ships, increase the diversity of association membership, and take
joint action to make positive changes.

Inclusion among the recognized members of a community
cannot substitute for public investment in a variety of supports
and opportunities for people with substantial, continuing need
for assistance. Social support is not a substitute for well de-
signed services; social support is the foundation for any effective
service. Conflict involving excluded people will always be harder
to resolve justly than conflict among members. Excluded people
will always be more difficult to assist effecti vely than people
whose common membership is recognized by all and celebrated
by some.

Civic life depends on citizens' willingness to recognize and
support one another's membership despite apparent differences.
All people will live better lives when the lmowledge that we are
all members of each other shapes everyday life and collective
decisions.
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PART II; ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RELATED REAT;NGS

by Bonnie Shoultz, Zana Marie Lutfiyya
and Susan O'Connor

Almost all people need to feel that they belong and have meaningful

relationships with others. Unfortunately, much of the literature reflects a

belief that communities and the people in them are unable and unwilling to

welcome people with developmental disibilities into their midst. There are

studies on loneliness and isolation, courses on the sociology of devia;,ce, and

workshops and books on ways of overcoming community resistance.

These materials reflect a more positive way of thinking. They look at

accepting relationships and responsive communities, and examine some of the

dynamics that underlie these phenomena. They propose changes, not just in

"the community," but in ourselves. In what ways have we--service providers,

professionals, advocates--created the barriers we talk about? How can we best

promote and support caring relationships and community participation? These

materials attempt to address these issues at several levels.



TITLE: The social basis of community care

AUTHOR: Bulmer, M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1987

Allen & Unwin, Inc.
8 Winchester Place
Winchester, MA 01890

This book analyzes the relationship between ideas about community life
and the impact of social policy, demonstrating that, at least in England,
there is "a vacuum at the heart of care policy which is likely to lead to
ineffective or deteriorating provision of services" (p. ix). Bulmer's
analysis is very relevant to North American discussions about community
integration of people with disabilities. The book focuses more on informal
support or care than on services and service systems, but he looks at both and
at the interface between the two types of care in the community. His analysis
draws heavily on a variety of research studies conducted in neighborhoods,
within groups of families, and in other aspects of community life and is a
major contribution to the discussion about community integration.

This bn,k is addressed to academics and policy m4kers.

TITLE: It's about relationships

AUTHOR: Forest, M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1989

Frontier College Press
35 Jackes Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M4T 1E2
CANADA

This essay is also a chapter in L. Meyer, C. Peck and L. Brown, Critical
issues in the lives of people with disabilities, (1990), Paul Brookes
Publishing Company. It is a personal reflection by Marsha Forest on the many
relationships that have enriched her life and the lives of her friends and
family members. Interwoven with the personal stories are stories about
integrating students with disabilities into regular schools. Always, Forest
points out how much we all have to give each other, and how much we miss when
people with perceived differences are excluded from schools, neighborhoods,
and friendship circles.
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TITLE: The Joshua Committee: An advocacy model

AUTHORS: Forest, M., & Snow, J.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1983, Winter

The Journal of Letsurabflity, 1Q(1).

TITLE: Friends circle to save a life

AUTHOR: Perske, R.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988, January

TASH Newsletter, 1A(1).

TITLE: Friends circle to save a life

AUTHOR: Perske, R.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988, March

Augustus: A Journal_of Prozressive Human Services, Ki(3).

In these three articles, the authors document the life of Judith Snow, a
Canadian woman who has extensive physical disabilities. Although well
educated and employed at York University, Ms. Snow was forced to live in a
nursing home in order to receive the physical assistance that she needed.
Through the combined efforts of several of her friends, Snow was enabled to
leave the nursing home and move into her own apartment.

Forest and Snow share the insider's view of this story while Perske
brings us up-to-date with the events of the past five years.

TITLE: Everyone here spoke sign language

AUTHOR: Grace, N. E.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1985

Harvard University Press
79 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

This ethno-historical study is an excellent portrayal of community life
for deaf and hearing individuals of Martha's Vineyard. The reader is
presented with the history of how the deafness was brought to the island. The
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book allows the reader to view the typicality of the lives of Islanders who
were deaf, typicality due to the community's acceptance that deaf and hearing
individuals were all community members. Those who could hear learned sign
language so that communication could occur. Groce takes us beyond the
confines of medical or social definitions of deviancy and offers evidence that
our pre-conceived stereotypes of what a disability may mean is really
determined by the social construct we create as a society.

This well-researched book is a must, not only for people interested in
the field of disabilities but ior anyone trying to struggle with integration
into community life. The book contains a simple thesis offering a profound
message in a wide area of disciplines. It will add thought to issues that will
remain unresolved and discussed for a long time to come.

TITLE: Understanding social networks

AUTHOR: Lambert, M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1983

Sage Publications
275 South Beverly Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

This book pursues the increasing popularity of the concept of social
networks in the human services field by offering the reader an organized and
concise view not only of what networks are, but how they can be organized
around individuals, groups, communities and organizations as a means to
empower individuals.

First, the idea of networking is placed within its rich historical
context which helps in demonstrating its well established value. As well as
defined networking, its usage as a means of self-help and mutual aid are
addressed. A common theme is that networks, when developed, will form a common
chain and the networker will become the linkage connecting people to each
other rather than relying on only the social services workers or agencies.

An idea that was addressed in the book but needs closer consideration in
general is that of establishing natural networks with and for people. The
book is a good over-all guide for those interested in looking at services
beyond the service system and in need of some tools for how to go about
initiating such a process.

TITLE: Creating responsive communities: Reflections on a process of
social change

AUTHOR: Lord, J.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1985
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Ontario Association for
the Mentally Retarded (OAMR)

1376 Bayview Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M4G 3A3
CANADA

A clear and concise look into one province's struggle in attempting to
create a responsive community, this study addresses the idea that, by
themselves, more rights and services for people with disabilities and the5t
families are not enough, and that physical presence alone does not mean
inclusion. True involvement within the community, it concludes, means
necessary supports to allow full participation and opportunities for
friendships.

The report focuses not only on lessons related to the emerging vision
and strategies this organization used in promoting a sense of community, but
also on some of the problems they encountered. A strong family and community
emphasis is clear throughout the book, as well as the strength of advocacy ia
creating such environments. Seli-advocacy is mentioned, also, but to a lesser
degree. While much of the book deals with the historical development of the
province's approach, some interesting and currently relevant principles are
set forth in a chapter on assistance to individuals and families.

TITLE: Affectionate bonds: What we can learn by listening to friends

AUTHOR: Lutfiyya, Z. M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1990

Center on Human Policy
Syracuse University
200 Huntington Hall, 2nd Floor
Syracuse, NY 13244-2340

In this monograph, Zana Lutfiyya describes a qualitative study conducted
with four pairs of friends in the Syracuse area. In each of these pairs, one
person has a disability label and one does not. The author offers
perspectives on friendship found in the literature, describes each of her
informants and their friendships, explores the dimensions and characteristics
of friendship, and relates the rights, responsibilities and obligations of
friendship in her informants' eyes. She discusses how some friendships move
toward greater intimacy while others stay the same or die away, and lays out
some of the implications of her study for the human service world, for
families, and for people thinking about their own frietdships, This ground-
breaking study should begin to focus our thinking on what really goes on in
friendships, inGluding those between people with and without disabilities.
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TITLE: Regenerating community

AUTHOR: McKnight, J. L.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1987

Social Policy, Winter, 54-58.

McKnight begins this article with a discussion about problems with two
primary orientations of social policy: instittlens and individuals. He
argues that the institutionalized social service system does not effectively
meet the needs of individuals. Rather, it is a "design established to create
control of people." As an alternative, he proposes that we look at the
community--a structure of associations based on consent--eo meet the needs of
people. The "community of associations" is characterized by features such as
interdependence, creativity, citizenship, and including: capacity, collective
effort, informality, stories, celebration, and tragedy. McKnight argues that
institutionalized systems grow at the expense of communities, and that instead
of continuing to strengthen service systems we should work to strengthen
communities. He concludes, "There is a mistaken notion that our society has a
problem in terms of effective human services. Our essential problem is weak
communities."

This short article will be of interest to people in the human services
field--particularly those who are frustrated or dissatisfied with the social
service system and its ability to meet people's needs. The challenge
presented to human service workers, based on this article, is to see their
role as one of helping people establish community connections and associations
rather than more social service ones.

TITLE: What are we learning about bridge-building?

AUTHOR: Mount, B., Beeman, P., & Ducharme, C.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988

Communitas, Inc.
73 Indian Drive
Manchester, CT 06040

This monograph opens with the key premise of "bridge-building." "Real

integration, the development of genuine networks of support, requires very
focused and assertive effort(s) on behalf of facilitatars who initiate,
support and maintain new relationships. We call these facilitators bridge-
builders because they build bridges and guide people into new relationships,
new places, and new opportunities in life" (p. 1).

As the sub-title of the monograph suggests, it is a summary of a
dialogue between people who are trying to build community for and with people
with disabilities by working at, bridge-builders. Most of the monograph
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presents the reflections of five participants at a day-long discussion Jn
bridge-building in 1988. As this publication appears to be a faithful
rendering of people's words, with little attempt at a full written explication
of the concepts and terms that form the new language of bridge-building, it
may be unsatisfying for someone who is completely new to the idea. However,
it does contrast the different perspectives held by proponents of traditional
human services with that of bridge-building, and would be of interest to those
readers already acquainted with this concept.

TITLE: What are we learning about circles of support?

AUTHOR: Mount, B., Beeman, P., & Ducharme, G.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988

Communitas, Inc.
73 Indian Drive
Manchester, CT 06040

The authors offer the experiences of several "circles of support" now in
existence in Connecticut. Inspired by the efforts of the Joshua Committee
over the past decade, the authors helped found circles of support around
several people with disabilities. "A circle of support is a group of people
who agree to meet on a regular basis to help the person with a disability
accomplish certain personal visions or goals" (p. 3). The monograph gives
practical information on the process of starting and maintaining a support
circle, with several actual examples. Circles of support serves well as both
an introduction to the concept and as a useful resource for people already
familiar with the issue.

Acknowledging the current fascination with "personal futures planning,"
the authors provide an important comparison of support circles with person-
centered and traditional methods of service planning. And they wisely caution
that the process crAtlined in the monograph is rot meant as a model for
replication of other support circles. Rather, "the spirit of a circle...is
more important than the details of the process, and we hope that the process
we describe will help people invite the spirit of support into the lives of
other people" (p. 1).

TITLE: The gift of hospitality: Opening the doors of community life to
people with disabilities

AUTHOR: O'Connell, M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988

t.J,1
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The Community Life Project
Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research
Northwestern University
2040 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60208
(312) 491-3395

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

This monograph is part of the growing literature which critiques the
human service system even when it is based in the commvnity. It describes the
efforts of people with a variety of disabilities to take their place within
the community and by others to accept them. O'Connell asserts that community-
based services can isolate people with disabilities from community life.
Surrounded by paid staff, many clients in the human service system are cut off
from the opportunities to meet and develop relationships with typical people.

By sharing the experiences of individuals with disabilities who have
been welcomed into the hearts and lives of others, O'Connell introduces a
practical definition of hospitality. She suggests that hospitality is "...the
fundamental sense that you h9ve to appeal to in asking other people to get
invo',..red in this work of welcoming isolated people back into the community."
For the author, achieving the fullest possible integration of individuals with
disabilities into society involves acts of welcome and hospitality by those
who are already membe.rs.

This monograph would be useful reading for those interested in the
meanings of "community integration" for people with disabilities.

TITLE: Citcles of friends

AUTHOR: Perske, R./Illustrated by Perske, M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988

Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Avenue, South
P.O. Box 801
Nashville, TN 37202

Circles of friends presents several stories of friendship between people
with disabilities and those who are not disabled. After conducting interviews
across Canada and the United States, the Perskes provide zeaders with several
vignettes of friendships. They refer to these relationships as "living
documents," proof that people "...once thought too limited or strange for life
in ordinary neighborhood" enjoy a variety of friendships. The story and
illustrations are alternately powerful, humorous, touching and life-affirming.
This book is an upbeat account of the possibilities of friendship and is meant
for a wide audience, both within anc outside the field of mental retardation.
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TITLE: New life in the neighborhood: How persons with retardation and
other disabilities can help make a good community better

AUTHOR: Perske, R./Illustrated by Perske, M.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1980

Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Avenue, SoLth
P.O. Box 801
Nashville, TN 37202

Written by well-known author and leader in the field of developmental
disabilities, Robert Perfle, New life in the neighborhood presents a
::ompelling case for the integration of people with developmental disabilities
into typical neighborhoods and communities. The book provides a clear and
straightforward explanation of normalization, debunks the myths surrounding
people with mental retardation, explains why both typical and disabled people
benefit from ommunity integration, and addresses commt.,nplace fears such as
the impact of small community residences on property values. Sensitively and
clearly w itten, this book is directed toward a popular audience, including
civic leaders, prospective neighbors of the community residences, volunteers,
and other non-professionals. This is a key source for anyone involved in
developing integrated community living arrangements.

TITLE: Social integration and friendship

AUTHOR: Strully, J. L., & Bartholomew-Lorimar, K.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1988

In S. M. Pueschel (Ed.), The young person with Down Syndromg:
Transition from adolescence to adulthood. Baltimore: Paul H.
Brookes.

In the first part of this chapter, Strully and Bartholomew-Lorimar
neatly summarize the experiences of many people with disabilities at the hands
of the human service system. By receiving servires, individuals are turned
into clients and become viewed primarily in terms of their particular
disability. They are surrounded by programs and staff, and are cut off from
typical people, places and events, One result of this is that people in the
commwlity come to believe that segregation is an appropriate response to
people with disabilities.

The authors propose that freely-given friendships between tyl.Acal and
disabled people "...are at the root of developing competent, caring
communities for us all." They then present two case studies illustrating how
to enable a person uith disabilities to develop such friendships and the
impact of these relationships for the people involved.
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as alb 0.

TITLE: Friendship and our children

AUTHOR: Strully, J., 6, Strully, C.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1985, Winter

Journal of The Association for Persons with Severe Handj,caps,
12(4), 224-227.

The Strullys describe the friendship between one of their daughters,
Shawntell, and one of her schoolmates, Tanya. They conclude that it is
primarily through enjoying a number of close. relationships and/or friendships
with typical people that their daughter will be guaranteed a place in her
community.

TITLE: On accepting relationships between people with mental retardation
and non-disabled people: Towards an understanding of acceptance

AUTHORS: Taylor. S. J., 64 Bosdan, R.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1989

Disability. Handicap & Society, 4(1), 21-36.

This article outlines the "sociology of acceptance" as a theoretical
framework for understanding some relationships between peop with mental
retardation and typical people. As a point of departure, the authors review
sociocultural perspectives on deviance and explore their contribution to the
study of mental retardation. Basea on qualitative research at community
programs for people with severe disabilities, the authors next examine the
nature of accepting relationships and describe four sentiments expressed by
typical people which account for their relationships with people with mental
retardation: family; religious commitment; humanitarian sentiments; and
feelings of friendship. The article concludes with a brief discussion of the
implications of a sociology of acceptance for the field of mental retardation.

TITLE: Ties and connections: An ordinary community life for people with
learning difficulties

AUTHOR: Tyne, A. (Ed.)

PUBLICATION INFORMATION; 1988

King's Fund Centre
126 Albert Street
London, England NW1 7NF
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This monograph is worth sending to England for. It attempts one of the
more comprehensive discussions of interpersonal relationships in the lives of
people with developmental disabilities (who are referred to in the publication
as having "learning difficulties"). The monograph begins with descriptions of
some of the types of relationships that people have and/or desire more of.
These include friendship, acquaintances, organizational membership, being part
of a family and a neighborhood. Some basic, common sense strategies that
families, disabled individuals, service workers and "typical citizens" might
undertake in order to help maintain and increase the existing relationships in
a person's life are outlined. The third and last chapter is a cautionary one
that explores some of the difficuleies faced, by people with handicaps in
developing a wide range of personal relationships.

TITLE: The new genocide of handicapped and afflicted people

AUTHOR: Wolfensberger, W.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1987

Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation
Syracuse University
805 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-2180
(Copyright of W. Wolfensberger)

In this monograph, Wolfensberger attempts to describe the dangerous and
life-threatening position that people with disabilities are currently placed
in, largely because of their devalued status. The first sections of the
monograph describe the "...negative experiences that befall devalued people,"
and would be appropriate reading for people interested in the process of
virning people into clients.

TITLE: Citizen Advocacy and protective services for the impaired and
handicapped

AUTHOR: Wolfensberger, W., & Zauha, H. (Eds.)

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1973

Toronto: National Institute on Mental Retardation.

TITLE: CAPE: Standards for Citizen Advocacy program evaluation

AUTHOR: O'Brien, J., & Wolfensberger, W.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1980

Toronto: The Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded.
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TITLE: Learning from Citizen Advocacy programs

AUTHOR: O'Brien, J.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1987

Atlanta: Georgia Advocacy Office.

ANNOTATED B I 81. I OMAN Y

As a concept put into practice, Citizen Advocacy (C.A.) is twenty-two
years old. Formulated by Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger, it was part of a larger
schema that delineated advocacy and protective servizes needed by people with
mental retardation. These services were designed to provide the necessary
protection for handicapped individuals who were unable to represent themselves
and had no family or friends to safeguard their interests. Citizen Advocacy
was an attempt to respond to the parents' question, "What will happen to my
disabled son or daughter when I'm gone?" Wolfensberger defined Citizen
Advocacy as "...a mature, competent citizen volunteer representing, as if they
were his own, the interests of another citizen who is impaired in his
instrumental competency, or who has major expressive needs which are unmet and
which are likely to remain unmet without special intervention" (Wolfensberger
& Zauha, 1973).

CAPE (O'Brien & Wolfensberger, 1980) is an evaluation tool designed to
compare the practices found in a Citizen Advocacy program to the standards set
by the definition and principles of Citizen Advocacy. WE is made up of 36
ratings which examine the efforts of the staff and board to recruit and
introduce people who require protection, practical assistance, and/or
friendship (proteges, partners) to capable citizens who attempt to address
those needs (advocates).

O'Brien's manual (1987) provides an expanded definition and
rearticulates the principles of Citizen Advocacy. This manual reflects the
experiences of people in the United States, Canada, England, and Australia
trying to put Wolfensberger's theory into practice. Learning from Citizen
Advoccy programs is a collection of questions, activities, and resources
about Citizen Advocacy. While external evaluation teams may use the manual
(O'Brien suggests the possibility of doing so in conjunction with the CAPE
tool), boards and staff of Citizen Advocacy offices may also use it to review
their own work.

Despite the different purposes of these publications, all of the authors
assume that at least some typical citizens will choose to become involved in a
personal, one-to-one relationship with someone who is devalued by the society
at large. Those interested in the concept of Citizen Advocacy are encouraged
to read all three of these publications.


